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1. Introduction

1.1. Aims, Scope, and Framework

A dozen senior battery and supercapacitor 
expert scientists, and approximately 30 Ph.D. 
students and postdoctoral fellows from both 
Israel and Germany gathered in 2019, in 
the frame of the 4th German-Israeli Battery 
School (GIBS  4) in Berlin, Germany. The 
Berlin workshop was focused on in-depth 
discussions on four “hot subjects,” including 
the following topics: 1) How will the far 
future of electrochemical power sources 
be after the lithium era, if ever? 2) Will the 
future of portable power sources be based 
on liquid or solid electrolytes? 3) Fuel cells 
versus battery technologies—complementary 
or competitors? And lastly, the 4th topic of 
fast charging—a reality or just a dream?

Here, we bring to the readers the out-
come of Group  4 discussions that con-
tinued over the last two years on fast 
charging and materials aspects from a 
physicochemical point of view.

Fast charging is considered to be a key requirement for widespread 
economic success of electric vehicles. Current lithium-ion batteries 
(LIBs) offer high energy density enabling sufficient driving range, but 
take considerably longer to recharge than traditional vehicles. Multiple 
properties of the applied anode, cathode, and electrolyte materials 
influence the fast-charging ability of a battery cell. In this review, the 
physicochemical basics of different material combinations are considered 
in detail, identifying the transport of lithium inside the electrodes as the 
crucial rate-limiting steps for fast-charging. Lithium diffusion within the 
active materials inherently slows down the charging process and causes 
high overpotentials. In addition, concentration polarization by slow 
lithium-ion transport within the electrolyte phase in the porous electrodes 
also limits the charging rate. Both kinetic effects are responsible for lithium 
plating observed on graphite anodes. Conclusions drawn from potential 
and concentration profiles within LIB cells are complemented by extensive 
literature surveys on anode, cathode, and electrolyte materials—including 
solid-state batteries. The advantages and disadvantages of typical LIB 
materials are analyzed, resulting in suggestions for optimum properties 
on the material and electrode level for fast-charging applications. Finally, 
limitations on the cell level are discussed briefly as well.
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1.2. An Overview

More energy in shorter time at lower cost and increased safety—
battery research has always been striving for improvement. 
Significant progress has been made in the field of lithium-ion 
batteries (LIBs) since their commercialization in 1991.[1,2] LIBs 
store more energy, meaning their specific energy could be sig-
nificantly increased by alternative cathode materials, reaching, 
for example, 421  W  h  kg−1 using LiNixCoyMn1−x−yO2 (NCM) 
compared to 279  W  h  kg−1 of the original LiCoO2 (LCO).[3] 
Additionally, the use of solid-state batteries (SSBs) exclusively 
consisting of solid components may enable the application of 
lithium metal anodes (LMAs), which can offer higher energy 
density compared to batteries with graphite anodes.[4] Further-
more, SSBs may also improve the mechanical stability of the 
cell,[5] making it safer—especially when using flexible polymer 
electrolytes (PEs). However, a major challenge for widespread 
adoption of electric vehicles is the charging speed of the bat-
teries used, that is, LIBs take too long to refill compared to tra-
ditional combustion engine powered vehicles. Based on that 
experience of refueling (500–800) km of range at a gas station 
in just five minutes, customers expect similar practice from 
electric vehicles.[6] Therefore, charging to 80% state of charge 
(SOC) within 15 min is targeted by the US Advanced Battery 
Consortium (USABC).[7] In this review, we analyze how this 
target transforms into requirements for materials and compo-
nents on the cell level.

To achieve fast-charging capabilities, the power density PV 
of utilized battery cells has to be increased, which comes at 
the cost of reduced energy density WV. Therefore, there are 
always trade-offs between wide range and fast charging. Kinetic 
models of battery cells show that overpotentials exist in every 
part of the battery cell. From transport of lithium ions and elec-
trons in the electrodes, charge transfer across phase boundaries 
to transport through the electrolyte, polarization effects limiting 
the charging rate lead to Li metal plating, limited utilization 
of active material, and temperature increase.[8] Current-state 
high-voltage DC chargers can deliver peak powers of up to 
350 kW.[9,10] The Porsche Taycan with 93.4 kW h battery allows 
a maximum charging power of 270  kW, while the average 
during charging is 187  kW.[9–11] Thus, recharging from 5% to 
80% SOC takes 23 min. For comparison, the Tesla Model 3 
with 75 kW h battery is recharged to 80% SOC in 27 min using 
Tesla’s own Supercharger delivering a peak power of 250 kW in 
its third generation. Thus, the average charging power is about 
130 kW, with the maximum value only reached for five minutes 
during the initial 20%.[12] Of course, bigger battery packs will 
charge longer at given charging power. Thus, the charger has 
to be improved as well for long-range vehicles with big battery 
packs.[13]

These state-of-the-art parameters are still significantly 
below what is required to reach the USABC goal for extreme 
fast charging (XFC): recharging within 15  min.[7] In the fol-
lowing, we take a closer look at the materials applied to 
reach these values in order to identify the rate-limiting steps. 
Considering the example of Tesla, LiNixCoyAl1−x−yO2 (NCA) 
cathodes are used[14] in combination with graphite anodes. 
We assume a 100  kW  h battery pack providing 500  km of 
driving range. With a volume of 400  L at system level and 

200 L at cell level, this pack reaches an energy density WV of 
500 W h L−1 at cell level. Using the average voltage of 3.7 V, 
the charge density QV is thus 135  A  h  L−1. If we assume an 
electrode thickness of 200  µm (neglecting current collectors 
and separator), the resulting QA arises as 2.7  mA  h  cm−2, 
thus approximately 3 mA h cm−2. The required current den-
sity for charging is therefore 3 mA cm−2 at 1C or 12 mA cm−2 
(4C), which would be needed to reach the XFC goal of 15 min 
charging time.

In view of research on fast charging, a few key steps have 
been identified as rate-limiting: a) diffusion of lithium ions 
within the anode active material, b) diffusion of lithium ions 
in the cathode active material (CAM), c) lithium-ion transport 
in the electrolyte phase (liquid or solid), and d) charge-transfer 
kinetics at the phase boundaries. In this case, we define charge 
transfer as the whole process of transport between electrolyte 
and electrode, thus it includes desolvation in the case of liquid 
electrolytes, the actual charge transfer across the electrolyte–
electrode interface, and—for the presence of an interphase—
also the ion transport through this interphase, which goes 
along with two charge-transfer processes across the electro-
lyte–interphase and the interphase–electrode boundary, respec-
tively. The influence of lithium-ion transport in the electrolyte 
is rather small within the separator, but inside the porous elec-
trodes it plays a major role in the fast-charging ability of a given 
battery cell.

From the materials perspective, lithium plating at the 
graphite anode and lithium diffusion in the CAM are primarily 
rate-limiting. Essentially, slow diffusion of lithium in the liquid 
electrolyte and the active materials causes the true rate-limiting 
steps. Morphology, shape, and orientation of active material 
particles can improve the limiting influence of lithium diffu-
sion in the solid-state, which explains, for example, the recent 
trend to single crystalline CAM.[15] On the electrode level, the 
active particle size distribution, tortuosity, and porosity are rel-
evant, since diffusion-based lithium transport on the electrode 
scale is strongly influenced by those parameters in anodes 
and—to less extent—in cathodes.[16–22] For the latter, lithium-
ion mobility greatly depends on the SOC,[22–26] since the 
crystal structure and the sequence of diffusion jumps typically 
change with the lithium content. Though, a high ionic conduc-
tivity on the material level does not necessarily translate to a 
fast-chargeable electrode if the tortuosity is high, for example. 
Going further on the size scale to the cell level, the relevance 
of engineering aspects—thermal management and the applied 
charging protocol, for example—takes precedence over phys-
icochemical properties of the materials involved. Thus, this will 
only be discussed briefly in this review.

The physicochemical basics of LIBs with focus on kinetics 
will be summarized in Section 2. The origin of different over-
potentials is discussed by means of electrochemical potential 
profiles. Thereby, the role of a small active particle size is noted, 
which allows for full utilization of the active material. Fur-
thermore, differences between non-phase-transformation and 
phase-transformation electrodes (along with conversion-type 
ones as a special case thereof) will be highlighted, concluding 
that the evaluation of diffusion phenomena is challenging in 
the latter type and that conversion electrodes are much less 
suitable for fast-charging applications.[27–29]
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In addition to these electrode-related overpotentials, charge 
transfer at interfaces and interface degradation leading to inter-
phase formation also have to be considered at both anode and 
cathode.[30–34] For liquid electrolytes (LEs), concentration polari-
zation is responsible as the decisive factor for electrolyte over-
potentials, showing that the limiting current can be a major 
problem for thick electrodes in particular. Solid electrolytes 
(SEs) offer increased charge-carrier concentrations and a lith-
ium-ion transference number near unity, thus concentration 
polarization does not occur.[35] Hence, the rate is not affected 
by current limitation due to depletion of lithium ions in the 
electrodes, but rather by the generally limited (effective) ionic 
conductivity of SEs. Furthermore, SEs are suggested to enable 
the use of a lithium metal anode. As a consequence, lithium 
plating would not be fatal anymore but rather desired, in the 
case that dendrite growth can effectively be suppressed.

Subsequently, these concepts will be translated to recent 
materials’ applications in the following sections. For the anode 
(Section 3), studies showing the superior fast-charging perfor-
mance of materials with low diffusion barriers are presented. 
The benefits of small particles are highlighted as well, but also 
the pitfalls of increased degradation because of higher surface 
area. We present an overview of different anode materials and 
discuss their advantages and disadvantages. Following with 
the cathode in Section  4, the SOC dependence of the cathode 
overpotential is established using experimental data of state-
of-the-art NCM material. In addition, the dependence of rate 
performance on lithium diffusivity is highlighted, that is, 
faster charging is possible with increasing lithium diffusion 
coefficient, by comparing to other CAMs. Section  5 focuses 
on electrolytes, both on liquid and solid electrolytes. Experi-
mental studies are presented, which show that ionic conduc-
tivity in the separator liquid electrolyte is not rate-determining. 
At the anode side, transport within the liquid electrolyte (in the 
porous electrode) becomes rate-limiting, however. At high cur-
rent densities, reactions are confined at the anode parts close 
to the separator, leading to a severe local potential drop and 
lithium plating eventually. It will also be elaborated in Section 5 
that charge transfer at the electrode interfaces may become 
critical. The mechanical properties of solid electrolytes are 
particularly critical, as contact loss and significant increase in 
charge-transfer resistance may result from missing plasticity. 
In any case, the electrode microstructure—together with the 
active particle morphology and microstructure—is crucial and 
needs to be tailored to allow for high current densities and fast 
charging. High temperatures can be applied to overcome this 
shortcoming, as shown using experimental studies. In fact, pre-
heating the EV battery in cold climate either internally or by 
external means to allow for faster charging is common prac-
tice.[7] However, an increased temperature for better kinetics 
is always accompanied by accelerated degradation and thus 
shorter lifetime. Therefore, we briefly discuss thermal man-
agement systems along with optimized charging protocols and 
other measures utilized on the cell level to enable fast-charging 
applications in Section 6.

By highlighting the rate-limiting aspects of different bat-
tery components on the material level and suggesting optimal 
properties required for fast-charging applications, we hope to 
stimulate further research on this crucial topic, which thus 

might lead to better market adaptation of electric vehicles in the 
future. While certain aspects of anode and cathode materials 
are comparable, they are specific enough to justify the separa-
tion of their discussion.

2. Physicochemical Basics of Fast Charging

Fast charging of batteries requires high current densities that 
cause high overpotentials, which occur at the different com-
ponents in the battery. If these overpotentials exceed certain 
limits, a physicochemical reaction takes place and the battery 
is likely to fail. The most prominent mechanism that leads to 
cell failure is lithium plating at the negative electrode,[36,37,38] 
typically graphite. Degradation processes can also occur at the 
cathode, namely oxygen evolution at oxide cathode active mate-
rials such as NCM and other layered oxides.[39]

The voltage of a battery cell V is given by the difference 
between the electrochemical potentials of electrons (Fermi levels) 
at the anode 

e

a
µ − and cathode 

e

c
µ −, respectively, according to

1
e

c

e

a
oc

c a
 V

F
Vµ µ ϕ ϕ( )= − − = + ∆ + ∆− −  (1)

Hereby, F is Faraday’s constant, 
i

µ  is the electrochemical 
potential of species i (in this case either electrons or Li+ ions), 
which in turn is the sum of the chemical potential of this spe-
cies μi and its electrical potential ziFφ with the charge number 
zi, given by

z Fi i i
µ µ ϕ= +  (2)

During battery operation, lithium ions are transported within 
the cell and, therefore, Li

µ + is lifted from its equilibrium value 
as schematically shown in Figure 1.[40] Such transport needs to 
be driven by an overpotential, which is induced in the cell via a 
lifted 

e

c
µ − or 

e

a
µ − at the cathode or anode contacts, respectively. 

The total overpotential at each electrode in the battery Δϕc or 
Δϕa can be considered as the sum of the overpotentials needed 
to drive the solid-state diffusion inside the respective active 
cathode or anode material ( ϕ∆ AM

c  or AM
aϕ∆ ), the overpotential 

to drive the charge transfer between electrode and electrolyte 
( CT

cϕ∆  or CT
aϕ∆ ), and the overpotential to drive ionic transport in 

the electrolyte phase ( EL
cϕ∆  or ϕ∆ EL

a ) within a porous electrode:

c
AM
c

CT
c

EL
cϕ ϕ ϕ ϕ∆ = ∆ + ∆ + ∆

 
(3)

ϕ ϕ ϕ ϕ∆ = ∆ + ∆ + ∆a
AM
a

CT
a

EL
a

 
(4)

In the active materials, the electronic conductivities are 
mostly significantly higher than the ionic conductivities.[41] 
Therefore, any overpotentials AM

cϕ∆  or AM
aϕ∆  are caused pri-

marily by ionic transport. This leads to a gradient of Liµ + inside 
the active material because of the solid-state diffusion that is 
driven by an applied voltage during charging or by the cell 
voltage during discharging. Solid-state diffusion is further elab-
orated in Section 2.1.1.

At the interfaces between the electrodes and the electrolyte, 
charge transfer takes place, which also requires some driving 
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force CTϕ∆  that further alleviates eµ − .[40] As most CAMs in LIBs 
are high-voltage materials that exceed the stability window of 
typical electrolytes, side-reactions at the interface will occur that 
lead to the formation of a solid electrolyte interphase (SEI, or CEI 
for “cathode–electrolyte interphase”).[30–33] Therefore, the charge 
transfer between active materials and electrolyte can involve sev-
eral intermediate steps and may lead to significant overpoten-
tials.[30–33,40] The charge transfer is discussed in Section 2.1.2.

Also the transport of ions in the electrolyte needs to be 
driven by an overpotential ELϕ∆  and adds up to the total over-
voltage.[40] Here, we have to distinguish typical liquid electro-
lytes with comparably low ion concentrations and transference 
number ( Lit +  <  1) and solid electrolytes with high ion concen-
trations and Lit +  ≅  1.[40] Transport in the electrolyte occurs via 
both diffusion (driven by Liµ∇ +) and migration (driven by ∇ϕ). 
Thereby, migration in liquid electrolytes is typically neglected 
whereas transport in the solid electrolyte is exclusively caused 
by migration.[40,42] These mechanisms are further discussed in 
Sections 2.2.1 and 2.2.2, respectively.

2.1. Electrode Overpotentials

2.1.1. Solid-State Diffusion

Single-Phase Intercalation Electrodes: The overpotential that is 
required to drive the solid-state diffusion in an intercalation-
type electrode is determined by the gradient of the chemical 
potential of the ions ( Liz + = 1)

1
0AM

c
Li LiF

x L xϕ µ µ( ) ( )∆ = − = − = + +  (5)

under the assumption that electronic conductivity is signifi-
cantly higher than ionic conductivity inside the electrode. 
Under this condition, the chemical diffusion coefficient LiD  of 
the neutral component lithium (Li0) is only controlled by the 

mobility of the lithium ions, and we use the symbol LiD + to 
denote this. Formally, however, in every electrochemical experi-
ment LiD  is evaluated. The effect of mixed electronic and ionic 
conduction on the electrode polarization is discussed in detail 
by Usiskin and Meier.[43] For simplicity, we consider here the 
overpotential at the cathode, and the analogue anode case is 
added below. In Equation (5), AMϕ∆  is described by the differ-
ence between Liµ + at the surface of the active material (x  =  L) 
and at the center of the active material particle (x  =  0) in the 
case of spherical particle type (radius L) electrode materials.

Nernst’s equation connects the chemical potentials with the 
respective activities of Li+ ions ( Lia +) according to

ln ln 0 lnAM
c

Li Li Li

RT

F
a L a

RT

F
aϕ ( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( )∆ = − −  = − ∆+ + +  (6)

Hereby, R is the gas constant, T the temperature, and F 
Faraday’s constant. If now only a small concentration gradient 
∆ +Lic  as compared to the total concentration of Li+ ions in the 
electrode Lic + is established, Equation (6) can be written as[44]

RT

F

a

c
c

RT

F
W

c

c
ϕ ( )

( ) ( )∆ = −
∂
∂







∆ = − ∆+

+

+
+

+

ln

ln
lnAM

c Li

Li
Li

Li

Li

 (7)

Equation (7) links the overpotential with the gradient of Li+ 
ions inside the electrode via the thermodynamic enhancement 

factor 
ln( )

ln( )
Li

Li

W
a

c
=

∂
∂

+

+

.[44] W can be determined from coulometric 

titration of an electrode under the assumption that the electrode 
is not undergoing any phase transformation during lithium 
intercalation.[44] The anode overpotential results similarly as

ln

ln
lnAM

a Li

Li
Li

Li

Li

RT

F

a

c
c

RT

F
W

c

c
ϕ ( )

( ) ( )∆ =
∂
∂







∆ = ∆+

+

+
+

+

 (8)

The concentration profile of Li+ can be calculated via Fick’s 
second law

Li
Li

2
Li
2

c

t
D

c

x


∂
∂

= ∂
∂

+
+

+
 (9)

with the solid-state chemical diffusion coefficient of Li+ ions in 
the intercalation electrode LiD +. We note that Equation (9) can 
only be applied for small concentration gradients, that is, under 
the assumption of constant LiD + inside the active material. To 
solve the differential Equation (9), the following boundary con-
ditions (Equations (10)–(12)) can be assumed, which represent 
the galvanostatic charging with current I from t = 0 onward.[45] 
The current induces a higher concentration of Li+ ions at the 
electrode’s surface (initial concentration Li

0c +), which then leads 
to an expansion of the Nernstian diffusion layer over time 
throughout the volume of the electrode.

0 ; 0Li Li
0c c x L t= ≤ ≤ =+ +  (10)

; 0Li
LiD

c

x

I

AF
x L t− ∂

∂
= = >+

+
 (11)

Figure 1. Schematic representation of the electrochemical potential pro-
files of electrons eµ −

  and lithium ions Liµ +
  in a battery cell during charging 

(solid lines) and in equilibrium (dashed lines). A higher electrochemical 
potential of electrons at the anode e

aµ −
  or lower at the cathode e

cµ −
  (relative 

to the OCV case) needs to be applied to drive the transport of lithium 
ions through the cell with the corresponding overpotentials Δφa and Δφc, 
respectively. The overpotentials themselves drop at the different compo-
nents in the battery, namely the electrolyte ( EL

cϕ∆  and EL
aϕ∆ ), the interface 

between electrolyte and electrode ( CT
cϕ∆  and CT

aϕ∆ ), and inside the elec-
trode active material ( AM

cϕ∆  and AM
aϕ∆ ).
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0 0; 0Lic

x
x t

∂
∂

= = ≥+
 (12)

With A being the surface area of the electrode, this leads to 
the solution[45]

3
6

2 1
exp cos

Li Li
0

Li

2 2

2 2
1

2

2

2 2
Li

2





c c
It

FAL

IL

FAD

x L

L n

n D

L
t

n x

Ln
∑π

π π( )

= + +

− − − −






















=

∞

+ +
+

+
 (13)

We note that Equation (12) generally only applies for a flat 
plate; for other geometries, such as cylinders or spheres, geo-
metry-related constants have to be included,[43] but the dif-
ferences in the equations are only minor, which implies that  
the flat plate geometry describes the system sufficiently well. 
The concentration polarization can now be calculated as the dif-
ference in concentrations between the surface (x = L) and the 
center of the spherical particle (x = 0) as

0

1
2

4 1
2 1

exp
(2 1)

Li Li Li

Li
2

1
2

2 2
Li

2

c c x L c x

IL

FAD n

n D

L
t

n
∑π

π
( ) ( )

( )

∆ = = − =

= −
−

−
−















=

∞

+ + +

+

+



  (14)

We note that although the concentration polarization would 
describe the solid-state diffusion overpotential as defined in 
Equation (13), the practical overpotential can be considered 
as the difference of electrode potential from the equilibrium 
open-circuit potential. Therefore, from an application point-
of-view, the overpotential is given by the difference in con-
centration at the surface of the electrode and the equilibrated 
concentration

c c x L
It

FAL

IL

FAD

n

n D

L
t

n





∑π
π

( )∆ = = − =

− −
















=

∞

+ +
+

+1
3

2 1
exp

Li
eq

Li
Li

2
1

2

2 2
Li

2

 (15)

Equation (15) can now be inserted into Equation (7) to 
obtain the overpotential. Under the assumption of either short 

charge

2

Li





+

� �t
L

D
 or long t

L

D
� �





+

charge

2

Li
 charging times tcharge, 

Equations (16) and (17) are obtained.[46]

2
AM

2
Li Li

IWRT

F Ac D
t



ϕ
π

∆ =
+ +

 (16)



1
3

AM 2
Li Li

IWRTL

F Ac D
ϕ∆ =

+ +
 (17)

In Figure 2a,b it is schematically shown how the concen-
tration profiles in the material develop during delithiation. 
We use a nickel-rich NCM as example since it is a typical 
single-phase material at high concentration of intercalated 

Li+ ions (steps I–III). In step I, the concentration gradient did 
not yet fully progress throughout the material (semi-infinite 
diffusion) and the overpotential follows Equation (16). After 
charging for longer time, the concentration gradient will even-
tually reach the center of the active material particles (step II)  
and diffusion will be finite from this point on (step III). The 
overpotential is given by Equation (17) in this case. Upon 
relaxation, the concentration and the chemical potential equil-
ibrate again (Figure 2c,d). The practical overpotential can then 
be visualized as in Figure 2d.

We emphasize that, even if fast charging of electrodes is 
desired, the electrodes should be designed to fully utilize the 
volume of active materials. Namely, the particle size should 
fulfil the relation[47]

charge LiL t D< +  (18)

Therefore, Equation (17) would give a good measure of the 
overpotential from solid-state diffusion for realistic electrodes. 
To achieve this condition (Equation (18)), sufficiently small 
active materials should be employed whereas the maximum 
reasonable size should be correlated with LiD +. We note that it 
needs to be considered that LiD + is not a constant value for every 
material but is a function of temperature, lithium concentra-
tion, and lithium vacancy concentration.[41,48,49]

To understand these dependencies, we have to take a look 
at the mechanism of ion transport in solids. The crystal struc-
ture creates a periodic potential profile with its minima being 
crystallographic sites for the transported species.[50] Ion trans-
port occurs when an ion moves from an occupied lattice site 
to a neighboring empty lattice site. The free energy barrier of 
migration ΔGm that has to be overcome depends on the differ-
ence between initial state and the transition state of the jump. 
Thereby, the probability of a forward, that is, successful, jump 
is increased in the case of crystallographically equivalent ini-
tial and final states, which result in a symmetrical activation 
profile.[51]

Here, the number of vacant sites nV and that of normal 
sites N per unit volume gives the defect concentration per unit 
volume [d] as[52]

Vd
n

N
[ ] =  (19)

The self-diffusion coefficient of lithium ions LiD + can then be 
obtained from the jump frequency ν, the reciprocal number of 
jump directions α, and the jump distance a0 by[52,53]

Li 0
2D d aα ν[ ]=+  (20)

If each jump were successful, ν would simply be equal to 
the vibrational frequency of the atoms ν0. Since this is not the 
case, ν is given as the product of ν0 and the probability of a suc-
cessful jump as

exp0
m

B

G

k T
ν ν= − ∆





 (21)
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using Boltzmann’s constant kB.[52] Now, α can be replaced by a 
geometrical factor γ, which also accounts for different diffusion 
anisotropies.[51,52] This leads to

γ ν[ ]= − ∆





+ expLi 0
2

0
m

B

D d a
G

k T
 (22)

as general expression for LiD +.[52] The free energy can be sepa-
rated into the enthalpy of migration ΔHm and the entropy of 
migration ΔSm, which gives

exp expLi 0
2

0
m

B

m

B

D d a
S

k

H

k T
γ ν[ ]= ∆





− ∆





+  (23)

Now, the constants can be combined into a pre-exponential 
factor D0, which also contains the migration entropy, resulting 
in an Arrhenius-type form

expLi 0
m

B

D d D
H

k T
[ ]= − ∆





+  (24)

for the self-diffusion coefficient, where ΔHm is the activation 
energy of the transport process.[51] We note that LiD +  is linked to 

LiD + via the Li+ concentration dependent enhancement factor W 
(as defined above) by[44]

Li LiD WD =+ +  (25)

However, for an assessment of the fast-charging capability 
of electrodes, the concentration dependence only plays a minor 
role. Therefore, the overpotential needed to drive the solid-state 
diffusion in the active materials (Equation (17)) and its depend-
ence on key parameters (active electrode area A and particle 
radius L) can be simplified as



ϕ∆ ∼
+

·
·

AM
Li

I
L

A D
 (26)

We find that the overpotential is proportional to the particle 
size, the reciprocal surface area, and the reciprocal (chemical) 
lithium-ion diffusion coefficient of the electrode material at a 
given temperature of cell operation.

Phase-Transformation and Conversion-Type Electrodes: Other 
than in the previous section, phase-transformation electrodes 
do not necessarily exhibit a uniform concentration gradient 
throughout the full active material volume, but rather show 
distinctly separated phase boundaries within the material 
(moving boundary model). Upon lithiation or delithiation, the 
phase boundaries are considered to move.[54,55] Therefore, as 
the activities of Li+ ions Lia +  within each phase stay constant 
during the phase-transformation reaction, the equilibrium 
potentials also remain constant and a plateau in the charge/
discharge curves is observed for phase-transformation elec-
trodes. As a result, a unique relation between Lic +  and AMϕ∆  
does not exist in this case. However, within each phase a con-
centration gradient of lithium may be present that obeys the 

I

II

III

IV

IV

III

II

I

Figure 2. a) Exemplary charging profile of a nickel-rich NCM cathode.  
b) Simplified representation of the concentration gradients at the points 
I–V during charging of the NCM cathode in (a). For steps I–III, nickel-rich 
NCM behaves like a single-phase material, while for steps IV–V the H2 
and H3 phases coexist with limited solubility of lithium ions min

H2c  and max
H3c ,  

respectively. c) Concentration profiles for steps III and V during charging 
(solid lines) and if the cell was in equilibrium (dashed line). A phase 
boundary in step V still exists in equilibrium. d) Chemical potential profiles 
for the cases shown in (c). The practical overpotential AMϕ∆  is given by 
the difference of the chemical potential during charging and the chemical 
potential in equilibrium. In the case of a two-phase coexistence, the overpo-
tential is only determined by the phase, which is growing during charging.
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same equations as for non-phase-transformation materials 
(Equations (16) and (17)).[54–56]

The concentration and potential in phase-transformation 
materials can again be visualized in the example in Figure 2, 
because nickel-rich NCM also has two coexisting phases at 
low concentrations of intercalated Li+ ions (steps IV and V). 
As depicted in Figure  2a, the electrode potential reaches a 
plateau at these steps, where the H2 and H3 phases coexist 
in parallel.[57] The concentration of intercalated Li+ ions is dif-
ferent in both phases and further delithiation leads to a pro-
gression of the phase boundary. If the potential is relaxed, 
the concentration and chemical potential will equilibrate 
according to Figure 2c,d. As can be seen, only the phase that 
grows upon delithiation determines the overpotential. There-
fore, it is hardly quantitatively accessible as the position of the 
phase boundary needs to be known.[56] However, Equation (17) 
can still be used for estimation as it represents an upper limit 
for the overpotential also in the case of phase-transformation 
electrodes.

It is important to note that the overpotential as defined in 
Equation (1) requires knowledge of the open-circuit poten-
tial, which is well defined by the lithium concentration in the 
material for non-phase-transformation electrodes. For phase-
transformation electrodes, however, there is a well-known hys-
teresis between the open-circuit potentials at charge and dis-
charge.[28,58] As a result, determination of W from coulometric 
titration can be intricate for phase-transformation electrodes. 
Therefore, the assessment and quantification of diffusion-
related processes in such materials is challenging. The hys-
teresis is discussed to originate from residual strain from the 
phase transformation within the material that needs to be 
accommodated, leading to an offset of the open-circuit poten-
tial by the strain-accommodation energy.[59] Another explana-
tion is given by the coexistence of different phase fractions in 
individual particles in the electrode and, thus, the coexistence 
of various equilibria in the electrode.[58]

Conversion-type electrodes can be considered as a special 
case of phase-transformation electrodes. However, the struc-
tural difference between lithiated and delithiated phases is 
much more substantial. Thus, besides a mostly very sluggish 
lithium transport within the material, the strain that has to 
be accommodated and the resulting hysteresis in open-circuit 
potential is huge.[27–29] Both of these effects make this kind of 
electrodes still quite unattractive for fast-charging batteries, 
however, interesting approaches employing nanomaterials 
have early been reported, including impressively fast cycling 
kinetics.[60]

2.1.2. Charge Transfer at Interfaces

The overpotential CTϕ∆  to drive the charge transfer of lithium 
at the interface between electrode and electrolyte is governed 
by many factors. Again, we use CTϕ∆  as a simplified expression 
for the overpotential at an electrode and it has to be noted that 
both the anode and cathode contribute individual overpoten-
tials CT

aϕ∆  and ϕ∆ CT
c , respectively. In the simplest case, the elec-

trode material is in direct contact with the electrolyte and no 
additional interfacial layers impede the charge transfer. Further, 

it is assumed that the lithium-ion transfer determines the over-
potential and that electrons are readily available. In this case, 
the overpotential is related to the interfacial current I via the 
Butler–Volmer equation[61,62]

exp exp
1

0 CT CTI j A
F

RT

F

RT

α ϕ α ϕ( )= ∆



 − − − ∆











 (27)

Hereby, j0 is the exchange current density and α is the 
charge-transfer coefficient that describes the potential land-
scape at the interface. j0 is a function of the lithium-ion con-
centration in the electrolyte Li

ELc + and the concentrations of 
lithium ions, lithium vacancies, and electrons in the electrode 

Lic + , LicV ′ , ec −, as well as the rate constants and activation energies 
for lithium insertion and extraction kin, kex, Ein, Eex, respectively, 
and can be expressed as[61]

exp exp
1

0
ex in

ex Li in Li
EL

V e

1

Li
j F

E

RT

E

RT
k c k c c c

α α [ ]( )= −



 − −





 
α α−

+ + ′ −  (28)

Under the assumption that the energy barrier for lithium 
insertion and extraction is equivalent (Ein = Eex  = EA ),

exp0 0
Aj j

E

RT
= ′ −



  (29)

can be obtained as simplified expression for the exchange cur-
rent density. Here, 0j′ is a prefactor that contains the rate con-
stants and is dependent on the concentrations of lithium ions, 
vacancies, and electrons in the active material and the electro-
lyte. The charge-transfer resistance RCT is given by[63]

CT
0

R
RT

zFAj
=  (30)

and can thus be rewritten using Equation (29) as

1
exp

CT

0 A

R

zFAj

RT

E

RT
= ′ −



  (31)

revealing its temperature dependence. Linearization of 
Equation (27) under the assumption of small CTϕ∆  yields

·
1

CT
0

I
Aj

ϕ∆ ∼  (32)

which presents the overpotential as a function of the electrode 
surface area and the exchange current density of the interface 
between electrode and electrolyte at a given temperature. How-
ever, as most electrode materials operate at potentials, where 
the electrolyte components are unstable, often an SEI layer 
forms at the interface between electrode and electrolyte that 
impedes the charge transfer between them. Additionally, arti-
ficial interfacial layers, that is, coatings, are commonly used on 
certain electrode materials to gain better control of such inter-
facial processes.[64] These interfacial layers can manipulate the 
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charge-transfer kinetics drastically and determine the energy 
landscape as well as the charge-transfer coefficients,[65] as will 
be shown in Section SEI and Artificial SEI.

In the case of phase-transformation or conversion-type elec-
trodes, charge transfer followed by insertion or removal of Li+ 
ions from the electrode host structure initiates a phase transfor-
mation of the material. To initiate this phase transformation, a 
certain driving force is required, which can take very substantial 
values.[28] The required overpotential to drive the phase-trans-
formation or conversion reaction depends on the individual 
reaction pathway of the electrode material.[28] It is possible to 
catalyze the phase transformation, for example, by using cer-
tain electrolyte additives that take part in the reaction.[66]

2.2. Electrolyte Overpotentials

2.2.1. Concentration Polarization in Liquid Electrolytes

Application of a potential difference between the electrodes initi-
ates an ionic current in the electrolyte. Despite ionic currents in 
electrolytes are caused by migration (field-driven) and diffusion 
(concentration gradient driven), diffusion is considered as even-
tually limiting cell performance at high rates.[42] Therefore, we 
will focus on diffusion in the liquid electrolyte in the following.

Inside a porous electrode, the ionic flux is progressively 
consumed by the active materials, which can even lead to the 
depletion of ions deeper inside the electrode (close to the cur-
rent collector). When using a 1D-description of Fick’s law, 
the differential equation needs to be modified by a term that 
accounts for the consumption of ionic flux[47]

1Li
EL

Li
EL

2
Li
EL

2 Li

c

t
D

c

x

I

FAd
t ( )∂

∂
= ∂

∂
+ −+

+
+

+  (33)

with Li
EL

+c  being the concentration of Li+ ions in the electrolyte 

phase, d the thickness of the electrode, and Li
EL

D + the chemical 
diffusion coefficient of Li+ ions in the electrolyte. x is the spatial 
coordinate in the electrolyte with x = 0 being the tip of the elec-
trode (at the separator) and x = d being the bottom of the elec-
trode (at the current collecting foil). Equation (33) can be solved 
using the boundary conditions in Equations (34)–(36) with Li ,0

EL
+c  

being the concentration of lithium ions in equilibrium.

1 0; 0Li
EL

Li( )∂
∂

= − − = ≥+
+

c

x

I

FA
t x t  (34)

0 ; 0Li
EL∂

∂
= = ≥+c

x
x d t  (35)

0Li
EL

Li ,0
EL= =+ +c c t  (36)

Solution of Equation (33) under the given boundary condi-
tions yields the concentration profile of lithium ions in the elec-
trolyte phase inside the composite electrode as[47]

1
1

2
2 2Li

EL
Li ,0
EL Li

Li
EL

2
ELc c

I

FA

I

FAd

t

D
x L x dx



α ( )= −



 − − − −+ +

+

+

 (37)

Hereby, α is a parameter (unit m−1) that depends on the 
electrode geometry as detailed by Newman et  al.[47] When the 
concentration is fully depleted at one of the battery electrodes, 
the limiting current density is reached, which is derived based 
on Equation (37) as follows.[47] The limiting current is likely to 
differ between anode and cathode, lim

aj  and lim
cj  respectively, but 

for simplicity the limiting current density is only expressed as

1
lim

Li
EL

Li ,0
EL

Li EL

j
FD c

t L



β( )=
−

+ +

+

 (38)

in the following. Thereby, LEL is the thickness of the separator 
and β is a parameter that describes the electrode geometry.[47] β 
accounts for the porosity and thickness of the electrode and will 
effectively lead to a reduced jlim in the case that lithium transport 
pathways are tortuous. The most ideal electrode is a flat plate, for 
which β equals 0.5.[47] Far higher values of β are reached in prac-
tical battery electrodes. For the assessment of the overpotential 
needed to drive the diffusion of lithium in the electrolyte phase, 
an alternate form of Nernst’s equation can be used[63]

ln 1Li Li
0

lim

µ µ= + −






+ +
RT

F

j

j
 (39)

The total overpotential to drive the diffusion of Li+ ions in 
the electrolyte would be the difference in the chemical poten-
tials in the electrolyte between the anode and cathode surfaces. 
The individual overpotential at each electrode takes the fol-
lowing form. Again, for simplicity we avoid using anode- and 
cathode-specific indices ( EL

aϕ∆  and ϕ∆ EL
c ) and use

RT

F

I

j A
ϕ µ µ∆ = − = −





∅

+ + ln 1EL Li Li
0

lim

 (40)

as generalized expression instead. Hereby, A∅ describes the 
cross-sectional cell area. Different limiting currents limj  at each 
electrode can be expected because the transport in the electro-
lyte phase of porous electrodes strongly depends on the micro-
structure resulting in different ionic tortuosities.[19] As can be 
seen in Equation (40), the overpotential increases drastically 
once the current approaches the limiting current. In the case 

lim
∅

I

A
j , Equation (40) can be linearized resulting in

I
T

A j
ϕ∆ ∼

∅·
EL

lim

 (41)

thus showing an ohmic relation between current and overpo-
tential for comparably small currents. We note that according 
to Equation (39), limj  determines the temperature dependence 

of ΔϕEL as Li
EL

D + typically shows an Arrhenius-type behavior.[67] 
The limiting current caused by concentration polarization can 
become an issue especially in thick electrodes with high mass 
loading.[19,42,68] Although the overpotentials to drive charge 
transfer and solid-state diffusion may be sufficiently low in 
such a case due to high interfacial areas A between electrode 
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and electrolyte, the overpotential to drive diffusion in the elec-
trolyte does depend on the cross-sectional area A∅ of the cell 
and may actually limit the cell performance in some cases.[19,42] 
The limiting current densities can be lifted by optimizing ionic 
diffusion pathways in the porous electrodes, by increasing tem-
perature, or using solvents with low viscosity and high Li+ ion 
diffusion coefficients.[19,69]

2.2.2. Migration in Solid Electrolytes

Other than in liquid electrolytes, in (inorganic) solid electrolytes 
the transference number of Li+ ions can be considered as 1 and 
the concentration of Li+ is substantially higher, thus, the electric 
field between the electrodes alone drives the ionic current.[35] 
Therefore, the relation between ionic current and overpotential 
is simply ohmic according to

1
EL

EL

SE

I
L

A
ϕ

σ
∆ =

∅
 (42)

with the ionic conductivity σSE, and there is no concentration 
polarization that will eventually lead to current limitations.[35] 
However, the (effective) conductivities of typical solid electro-
lytes are comparably low[70] and the associated overpotentials to 
the ionic transport can still be substantial, especially because 
of the tortuous conduction pathways inside composite elec-
trodes.[71] If the overpotential to drive ionic conduction through 
a composite electrode is higher than the overpotential to drive 
the charge transfer and solid-state diffusion, the lithiation or 
delithiation of the electrode will occur inhomogeneously.[47] The 
ionically easily accessible parts of the electrode, that is, close to 
the solid electrolyte separator, are lithiated or delithiated first 
and the parts that are more distant from the separator, that is, 
close to the current collector, remain inactive until the reac-
tion in the easily accessed parts is completed.[47] Thus, a reac-
tion zone progresses through the composite electrode during 
lithiation or delithiation.[47,72] In the case of low conductivities, 
Equation (42) would be replaced by

1 1
EL

sep

SE

2
charge

SE

ϕ
σ σ

∆ = +
∅

I
L

A
I t

q
 (43)

where the pathway length for ionic transport LEL is split up 
into one part covering the transport in the separator Lsep and 
another part describing the transport in the composite elec-
trode and the expansion of the reaction zone.[47,72] Hereby, tcharge  
is the charging time of the cell and q is the capacity density 
of the respective composite electrode. This would mean that 
when the cutoff potential for charging is reached some parts 
of the electrode have not been accessed by the reaction zone 
and remain inactive. This is especially important in thick elec-
trodes.[72] Therefore, high ionic conductivity is an important 
factor to achieve full active material utilization at high charging 
rates.[71,73] High temperatures can significantly accelerate the 
ionic transport and improve the conductivity, which is a benefit 
of solid electrolytes compared to liquid electrolytes, as they can 
be operated at comparably high temperatures.[68]

3. Anode

3.1. Limiting Processes/Parameters on the Anode Side

Regarding anodes, fast charging is limited by processes on the 
material, electrode, and cell level (see Figure 3). The limitations 
on these three levels are discussed in the following sections. 
We focus mainly on graphite and carbon materials, Li4Ti5O12 
(LTO), and silicon as most important anode materials yet and 
briefly consider the lithium metal anode.

3.1.1. Limitation of Fast Charging on the Material Level

An important limiting factor for fast charging is the transfer 
of Li+ ions into the anode active material in the form of inter-
calation, insertion, alloying, or deposition as metal. The most 
relevant processes in the case of intercalation, insertion, and 
alloying include the transfer of Li+ ions into the active mate-
rial and their solid-state diffusion inside the active material, 
driven by the local electric field and by concentration gradients, 
respectively. These processes are hindered by energetic barriers 
as discussed in the following sections, whereas lower barriers 
and higher probabilities of overcoming them increase the fast-
charging capability. The formed SEI also plays an important 
role as it modifies the charge-transfer steps.

Figure 3. Overview of parameters relevant for fast-charging capability from material to cell level. On the material level, charge transfer from electrolyte to 
anode material, which depends on the type of material and the corresponding reaction mechanism, is relevant in addition to diffusivity within the material. 
The particle morphology, particle size distribution, tortuosity, porosity, and coating thickness all influence the fast-charging ability on the electrode level. 
Lastly, the ratio between the areal capacities of anode and cathode (N/P ratio), the charging protocol, and heat dissipation become relevant on the cell level.

Adv. Energy Mater. 2021, 11, 2101126
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Barriers for Migration of Li+ Ions from Electrolyte into Anode 
Active Materials: During fast charging, a high amount of Li+ 
ions per electrochemically active surface area and per time 
unit has to be transferred from the electrolyte into the active 
material particles. As detailed in Section  2.1.2, a charge-
transfer barrier EA is present, limiting this migration process. 
The charge-transfer barrier is related to an Li+ ion crossing 
the electrolyte|electrode interface including stripping-off the 
Li+ ion’s solvation shell, transfer through the SEI layer, and 
acceptance of an electron provided by an external circuit from 
the cathode.[34] This barrier is connected to the charge-transfer 
resistance[34,74] and causes the charge-transfer overpoten-
tial CT

aϕ∆ , as shown in Equation (32). Due to its temperature 
dependence, the charge-transfer resistance is lower at higher 
temperatures (see Equation (31)).

For graphite, the activation barrier from the electrolyte into 
the active material is in the order of ≈0.6  eV as determined 
in most cases using LiClO4 as conductive salt dissolved in 
dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO), 1,2-dimethoxyethane (DME), eth-
ylene carbonate (EC), dimethyl carbonate (DMC), EC:DMC, or 
EC:DEC (diethyl carbonate).[75–77] Xu et al. obtained a quite close 
value of (0.54 ± 0.03) eV for intercalation into graphite for the 
more common LiPF6 in EC:DMC.[78] On the other hand, the 
energy barrier for the Li+ ion transfer into LTO was found to 
be only 0.33 eV (while using a similar calculation method). The 
difference was attributed to the absence of an SEI layer on the 
LTO surface.[78] This lower barrier for LTO explains part of its 
improved fast-charging capability compared to graphite.

Yao et  al. investigated the insertion barriers of Li+ ions 
through the graphene planes by density functional theory 
(DFT) calculations.[79] The energy barrier for Li+ passing a C6 
ring of 10.2  eV is very high and therefore unlikely to be over-
come.[79] However, the barrier is decreased by different atomic 
defects, for example, the Stone–Wales defect, mono-vacancies, 
or di-vacancies reduce the energy barrier to 6.35, 8.86, and 
2.36 eV, respectively.[79] For LiC6, dispersion-corrected DFT cal-
culations also yielded high values in the order of 8  eV for Li+ 
moving through a C6 ring.[80] Therefore, intercalation proceeds 
for graphite mainly through the edge planes and not through 
the basal planes as shown in Figure 4a.  However, irreversible 
capacity loss also happens mainly via these edge sites.[81] There-
fore, graphite materials with more edge sites and thus larger 
BET surface area usually show both a better fast-charging 
behavior and increased initial capacity losses.

A similar trend was observed for Li+ insertion into carbon 
nanotubes. The barrier for insertion into the nanotube through 
a wall (24.0 to 2.0  eV) is unfavorable compared to insertion 
through an open-end (≈0.3 eV) as shown in Figure 4a.[82] This 
barrier decreases by one order of magnitude when the nano-
tube wall’s ring size increases from a pentagon to an octagon.[82] 
However, this barrier of 2.0 eV is still comparably high. There-
fore, the pathway through the open end is favored.

Kaghazchi studied the intercalation barrier of Li+ via Si(100) 
and Si(111) surfaces by DFT calculations as a function of the 
surface density of adsorbed Li adatoms.[83] The author obtained 
barriers in the range of (0.63–1.26)  eV.[83] The lowest barrier of 
0.63  eV was found for intercalation of Li+ via the Si(100) sur-
face, which was fully covered with Li adatoms.[83] This value is 
similar to the range of diffusion barriers reported for Li atoms 

in  Si.[84–88] For comparison, a significantly higher barrier of 
0.97 eV was obtained for the Si(111) surface fully covered with Li 
adatoms; therefore it was concluded that the Li+ transfer proceeds 
most likely via the Si(100) surface, as depicted in Figure 4a.[83]

The energetic barriers for Li+ transfer into Si nanowires 
were studied by DFT calculations as well. The diffusion bar-
rier for Li+ on the surface of Si nanowires was reported to be 
in the range of (0.12–0.20)  eV, which is low compared to the 
transfer from the surface to the inner of the wire (≈0.9 eV) (see 
Figure 4b,c).[89]

By and large, charge transfer is often favored at specific crys-
tallographic surfaces which—along with potential diffusion 
anisotropy within the bulk phase—is the basis for optimizing 
materials for fast charging by morphology control.

Solid-State Li+ Diffusion inside Active Materials: Once the Li+ 
ion is located inside an active material, the dominating limiting 
factor for fast charging is its solid-state diffusion inside the 
bulk phase, which highly influences the overpotential AM

aϕ∆ , 
as shown in Equations (16), (17).[74–76] Next to lithium diffusion, 
electron transport mostly plays a less limiting, but not insig-
nificant role for fast-charging applications. While it is not an 
issue for lithium metal and graphite with electronic conductivi-
ties of over 107 S cm−1 and 104 S cm−1,[90,91] respectively, silicon 
(<10−3 S cm−1)[92] and LTO (<10−7 S cm−1)[93] suffer from low elec-
tronic conductivity, adversely affecting their fast-charging capa-
bility. Therefore, methods to increase the electronic conduc-
tivity by means of heat treatment or introduction of conductive 
agents, for instance, are actively investigated.[92,94]

Li Diffusion in Lithium Metal: Diffusion within LMAs takes 
place via a monovacancy mechanism.[95] With a self-diffusion 
coefficient of (6–9)  ×  10−11  cm2  s−1 and a diffusion barrier of 
≈0.55  eV, this transport is slower than Li+ diffusion in SEs 
commonly paired with LMAs.[90,96] During fast charging, high 
current densities at Li/SE anodes lead to accumulation of Li 
at the interface causing local mechanical stress,[97] ultimately 
resulting in dendrite growth and short circuits. Therefore, the 
critical current density, which leads to cell failure, is reported 
to be below 1  mA  cm−2 for most SEs, far from the target of 
12 mA cm−2 defined previously.[90] Recent reports from industry 
suggest much higher critical current densities for protected 
LMAs and Li/SE anodes, however, due to a lack of details we 
cannot comment on these results.

Li+ Diffusion in Graphite: First-principles calculations 
show that the Li+ diffusion barriers (ΔHm in Equation (24)) 
between the graphene sheets of graphite are in the range of 
(0.2–0.5)  eV.[80,98,99] This range obtained from first-principles 
calculations is in accordance with experiments conducted 
in the range of (−40 to +40)  °C, where an Arrhenius analysis 
yields a value of 0.363  eV.[100] In contrast, the barrier for Li+ 
moving through graphene layers in graphite is in the order of 
(2–10) eV,[79,80] close to the results for charge transfer, and there-
fore very unlikely compared to in-plane diffusion.

The Li+ diffusion barriers[98] and chemical diffusion coef-
ficients[101] vary with the lithiation degree of graphite. For 
example, the diffusion barriers are 0.308 eV and 0.4  eV for 
Li0.2C6 and LiC6, respectively.[98] The increase of the diffusion 
barrier of Li+ in graphite with SOC is unfavorable for the fast-
charging capability since it leads to a higher probability of Li 
metal deposition for high SOCs.[102–105]

Adv. Energy Mater. 2021, 11, 2101126
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Cai et  al. coated graphite particles with a 6.5  nm thick tur-
bostratic carbon layer, which improves the initial Coulombic 
efficiency, the specific capacity, and the rate performance by 
creating additional active sites and improving the diffusion 
coefficient. At 3C, the capacity of the coated graphite particles is 
nearly doubled compared to the uncoated graphite particles and 
the cycle life is also improved.[106]

Li+ Diffusion on Graphene: When graphene is the material of 
choice, Li+ is not intercalating, however, the diffusion barrier 
of Li+ on graphene ((0.247–0.376)  eV) is still substantial and 
depends on the graphene sheet’s curvature.[107,108] For example, 
the diffusion barrier is lower on the concave side by ≈0.1  eV 
and higher on the convex side of a graphene sheet.[108] The dif-
ferences for adsorbed Li on both sides can therefore be in the 
order of 0.2 eV. Consequently, differences of one to two orders 
of magnitude can be expected for the diffusion coefficient.[108]

Li Diffusion in Bulk Silicon: The energy barriers for the dif-
fusion of a single Li atom in Si were obtained from first-prin-
ciples calculations by different groups and are in the range of 
(0.47–0.6) eV.[84–88] Chou et  al. found that the diffusion barrier 
of Li atoms in Si is decreasing from 0.62 eV to 0.47  eV when 
an adjacent Li atom is present due to the Li–Li electrostatic 
repulsion.[84] This electrostatic repulsion suggests that Li inter-
stitials in Si tend to isolate themselves rather than clustering 
together.[84] To the best of our knowledge, there are no barriers 
available for higher lithiation degrees of bulk Si.

Tritsaris et  al. calculated the energy barrier for jumps 
of Li between tetrahedral interstitial sites of crystalline Si 
(0.55 eV).[109] For amorphous Si, the same authors found energy 
barriers ranging from 0.1 eV to 2.4  eV for elemental hops of 
Li between equilibrium sites.[109] In amorphous Si, not all dif-
fusion pathways contribute equally in mediating the Li diffu-
sion.[109] The calculated long-range Li diffusion is comparable 
in crystalline and amorphous Si (≈10−12 cm2 s−1).[109] Ding et al. 
estimated a similar range of (10−13 to 10−12)  cm2 s−1 from elec-
trochemical measurements (GITT, EIS, and cyclic voltammetry) 
for nano-Si.[110] We like to note that these data should be consid-
ered with care as the conventional analysis of kinetic data only 
applies to single-phase materials.

Several attempts to increase the Si anode performance and 
overcome the existing challenges were reported. Different Si 
morphologies and nanostructures were examined in order to 
overcome the large volume expansion during the lithiation 
process, which eventually leads to the electrode fracture and 
pulverization of the active material and ease the diffusion 
of Li. Quiroga-González et  al. presented a silicon microwire 
anode embedded at one end in a copper current collector. 
When comparing the microwire anode to other Si anode 
structures, higher areal capacities and charge density rates 
were achieved.[111] A coral-like network of porous silicon nano-
wires interconnected by a thin carbon layer was synthesized 

Figure 4. a) Preferred (green) and unfavored (red) diffusion pathways 
of lithium into graphite, carbon nanotubes, and silicon, as reported in 

literature.[75–78,82,83] For graphite, the activation barrier for intercalation 
through an edge plane is lower than through a basal plane. Intercala-
tion into carbon nanotubes preferentially occurs through the open end 
compared to the walls. For silicon, the activation barrier is lower via 
the Si(100) surface than via the Si(111) surface. b) Diffusion pathway 
and c) corresponding barriers for Li+ in Si[110] nanowires. Data in (b, c) 
(redrawn) from ref. [89].

Adv. Energy Mater. 2021, 11, 2101126
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by Wang et  al. and used for high-energy and high-power 
Li-ion batteries. The interconnected structure enables fast 
ion/electron diffusion along with a short ion diffusion path 
resulting from the porous Si nanowires. High specific capaci-
ties were presented at high charging rates of 7C, reaching over 
500 charge–discharge cycles.[112] Yu et  al. showed the use of 
thin Si layers, which were previously reported as a successful 
solution for the volume expansion issue,[113] on an elastomeric 
substrate in high-performance Li-ion batteries. The use of 
this multilayered structure resulted in a stable and high cou-
lombic efficiency of up to 500 cycles.[114] Manipulating the 
composition of the Si bulk can also improve the Si character-
istics as displayed for heavily boron-doped Si anodes proving 
enhanced Li+ transport in the bulk and at the interface. Using 
this active material led to an increased rate performance even 
at high current rates (893 mA h g−1 at 8C).[115]

Silicon–carbon composites present an approach to overcome 
the drawbacks of sluggish electronic and ionic transport in pure 
silicon anodes. Thereby, the addition of carbon can improve 
the lithium diffusion coefficient by up to two orders of mag-
nitude.[116] This increases the fast-charging capability compared 
to pure silicon.[117] Nevertheless, such composites are still ham-
pered by low energy densities of the resulting full cells and 
high fabrication costs.[118]

Li Diffusion in Silicene Sheets: Silicene, the Si analogue of 
graphene, was investigated theoretically via first-principles 
calculations by Tritsaris et  al.[119] The authors found that the 
diffusion barrier for adsorbed Li on free-standing single-layer 
silicene (LixSi1−x) sheets is 0.23 eV and 0.24 eV for x = 0.11 and 
x  = 0.47, respectively.[119] For double layer silicene, the diffu-
sion barriers are 0.75 eV and 0.25 eV for x = 0.06 and x = 0.41, 
respectively,[119] that is, the diffusion is enhanced for the higher 
Li content. The diffusion of Li through silicene double layers 
(0.56 eV) is favored over single layers (1.07 eV).[119] In contrast 
to Si bulk material, lithiated silicene does most likely not suffer 
from irreversible structural changes, and the expected volume 
change is most likely in the order of <25%.[119]

Li Diffusion in Silicon Nanowires: For single Li atoms inside 
Si nanowires, Zhang et  al. found that the Li binding energy 
increases gradually with the nanowires’ diameter until they 
reach the value for bulk Si (1.36  eV).[89] For example, the Li 
binding energy at core sites of Si nanowires with the long axis 
along the [110] direction with (1.5, 2.0, and 2.5) nm diameter are 
(1.22, 1.34, and 1.35) eV, respectively.[89]

Figure  4c shows the calculated barriers of Li diffusion into 
Si[110] nanowires of 1.5  nm diameter.[89] The barrier for the 
surface-to-surface diffusion is the lowest ((0.12–0.20)  eV), fol-
lowed by core-to-core diffusion (0.58  eV), however, the rate-
determining step is the transition of Li into the Si nanowire 
(≈0.9  eV).[89] This result is consistent with the experimentally 
observed core–shell phase distribution for Si nanowires.[120]

Li Diffusion in Lithium Titanates: Tielens et  al. calculated the 
energetic barrier for Li+ diffusion in LixTiO2 for x < 0.5.[121] Inter-
estingly, the authors found that the diffusion barrier decreased 
with higher Li content from 1.31 to 0.67 eV.[121] This means that 
the intercalation should be faster with increasing x in LixTiO2, in 
contrast to the trend observed for LixC6 (see Figure 5). We like to 
note that TiO2 and Li4Ti5O12 have very low electronic conductivity 
and the assumption that the chemical diffusion coefficient of 

Li can be replaced by that of Li+ is oversimplifying. Upon lithium 
insertion, the partial electronic conductivity increases, which also 
gives rise to a strong increase of LiD .

The fast-charging capability of cells with LTO anodes[122] is 
much better than with graphite, although the diffusion barriers 
are higher. This might be related to the general use of nano-
sizing and nano-structuring of LTO materials[123–126] leading to 
shorter solid-state diffusion paths. Recently, the low activation 
barriers in LTO were reported to originate from kinetic pathways 
formed by distorted face-sharing Li polyhedra at the two-phase 
boundaries between the stable end members Li4Ti5O12 and 
Li7Ti5O12. In the metastable intermediates, which are accessible 
at high rates and formed because of low interfacial energy in 
the material, the diffusion barrier was found to only be 0.216 eV 
(Li5Ti5O12) compared to 0.343 eV and 0.455 eV in Li4Ti5O12 and 
Li7Ti5O12, respectively. This might thus be the actual reason for 
the improved fast-charging capability of LTO.[127]

Li Diffusion in Bulk Tin: The diffusion barrier for a single 
Li atom in Sn as calculated by Chou et  al. and Wang et  al. is 
0.39 eV.[84,88] Similarly to Li diffusion in Si, the diffusion barrier 
is decreased to 0.33  eV for Sn if a second Li atom is present 
near the diffusing atom.[84] This barrier reduction was found to 
be proportional to the Li–Li electrostatic repulsion.[84]

A comparison of the Li diffusion barrier in Si and in Sn 
while using the same calculation method resulted in 0.62 eV 
and 0.39  eV, respectively.[84] The lower barrier for Sn results 
from the higher flexibility of the lattice and the larger atomic 
size of Sn that allows for easier lattice expansion and therefore 
easier passage of Li atoms.[84]

Li+ Diffusion in Niobium Tungsten Oxides: Lithium nio-
bium tungsten oxides (LixNb16W5O55 and LixNb18W16O93) 
were reported as alternative anode materials for fast-charging 
applications by offering low diffusion barriers in the range 
(0.10–0.30)  eV.[128] Compared to LTO, they operate at similar 
potentials (on average 1.57  V vs Li+/Li) while offering signifi-
cantly lower diffusion barriers without the need for nanos-
caling. Instead, they rely on an oxide superstructure enabling 
fast diffusion and stability.[128]

Li+ Diffusion in Organic Anode Materials: Organic materials 
are discussed as possible resource-saving alternatives to state-
of-the-art materials and have a potential for biodegradability.[129] 
Different groups performed first-principles calculations on the 
Li+ diffusion in organic anode materials. Exemplary barriers are 
0.12 eV and 0.21 eV for lithium terephthalate[130] and di-lithium 

Figure 5. Comparison of activation energies of solid-state chemical diffu-
sion coefficients for LixC6

[98,99] and LixTiO2.[121]

Adv. Energy Mater. 2021, 11, 2101126
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terephthalate,[131] respectively. These values are low compared 
to the value range of graphite,[80,98,99] indicating a good fast-
charging capability, however, the specific energies of organic 
anode materials investigated so far are very low.

SEI and Artificial SEI: The composition and structure of 
the SEI layer limit the charge transfer. The ideal SEI for fast-
charging applications should be thin, homogeneous, long-term 
stable, and show high ionic and low electronic conductivity. 
All those characteristics can be obtained by forming an artifi-
cial SEI layer. When the SEI layer is formed during cycling, its 
properties are directly related, among others, to the electrolyte 
and anode material content.[132] Most of these methods of in 
situ SEI alteration are based on electrolyte properties and will 
therefore be discussed in Section  5. Here, we will focus on 
how modification of the anode can improve SEI characteristics. 
Although many studies have been performed on electrolyte 
additives to modify the SEI layer properties,[59] recent studies 
offer to conduct a pretreatment process using various tech-
niques, which results in an artificial SEI layer possessing the 
desired properties.[8,133]

A straightforward process presented by Wang et al. includes 
vigorous stirring of commercial graphite powder in aqueous 
solutions with different content of glucose (w = (2.5–7.5)%) fol-
lowed by a pyrolysis procedure. The samples coated with the 
glucose solution (w = 5%) presented a high reversible capacity 
of ≈340 mA h g−1 (at 60 mA g−1 for 45 cycles) alongside excel-
lent rate capabilities.[134] Another artificial SEI coating con-
taining polyethylene glycol tert-octyl-phenyl ether (PEGPE) and 
polyallylamine (PAAm) was applied to different anode mate-
rials, including natural graphite (NG). The plateau associated 
with the SEI formation was not observed when comparing the 
treated and untreated NG active materials’ cycling profiles. At 
high rates (10C), the treated NG presented an extremely high 
capacity of 336 mA h g−1 along with a retained capacity of 93% 
even after 100 cycles.[135]

Moreover, chemical and thermal vapor deposition (CVD 
and TVD, respectively) are widely used as techniques to coat 
graphite particles with a homogeneous carbon-based artificial 
SEI layer resulting in a core–shell structure composite.[133,136] 
For example, Yoshio and coworkers presented a TVD process 
of toluene at 1000 °C. The carbon coating thickness was moni-
tored by the feed time of the toluene vapor into the reaction 
tube. As the concentration of carbon coating on the graphite 
increases (w = (0–17.6)%), the irreversible capacity loss obtained 
decreases while the coulombic efficiency increases.[137]

Particle Size Distribution: The active material particle size 
distribution (PSD) affects the overall particle arrangement in 
the electrode microstructure while presenting varying Li solid-
state diffusion lengths. The influence of the PSD on the high 
rate performance of the full cell was evaluated using various 
commercial graphite materials.[138] Under fast-charging condi-
tions, Li+ ions arrive with a high flux at the anode material’s 
surfaces, leading to lithiation gradients inside the particles, that 
is, the local lithiation degree is higher at the particle surfaces 
compared to the particle core.[139] These lithiation gradients lead 
to stress evolution, for example, due to the Si particles’ volume 
expansion,[140] which can in turn lead to particle cracking.[141] 
Larger particles are more prone to cracking[142] due to the longer 
diffusion lengths. Furthermore, larger particles typically reach 

lower charge capacities at high C-rates suggesting a limita-
tion by slow solid-state Li+ diffusion in graphite.[143] However, a 
smaller mean particle size leads to higher specific surface areas 
and, therefore, to higher capacity losses during formation[143] as 
well as to higher reaction rates with the electrolyte.[144]

When similar flat lamellae-shaped graphites with different 
particle sizes ((6–44)  µm) were examined, a more facile and 
complete deintercalation process took place for the small-sized 
active material. In contrast, only partial lithiation occurred for the 
44 µm particles, confirming the considerations in section Single-
Phase Intercalation Electrodes. During the high C-rate evalua-
tions, not enough time is given for the Li+ ions to intercalate into 
the graphite structure, directly leading to lower capacities.[145]

Several computational studies addressed the influence 
of porosity and particle size on Li-ion battery performance 
and degradation. Röder and colleagues have presented the 
PSD impact (using the Weibull distribution) on the electrode 
capacity. Their numerical calculations, also confirmed by exper-
imental work, demonstrated a decrease in the electrode capacity 
with larger mean radius. The higher internal resistance caused 
by longer diffusion pathways in larger particles can explain the 
results obtained, especially for high C-rates.[146] Thus, in any 
case the mean particle size should satisfy the condition given 
in Equation (18).

Moreover, during cycling, the particles may crack due to deg-
radation processes (e.g., in the case of Si), leading to reduced 
particle size alongside the particles’ electrical disconnection. 
Therefore, although the diffusion pathway shortens due to the 
decrease in the mean particle size, the electrode performance 
drops considerably, especially for high discharge rates, due to 
the active material’s disconnection.[146]

Porosity of Particles: High diffusion resistance values along-
side low rate capacities are only some of the difficulties caused 
by the long diffusion distances of Li+ ions in graphite particles. 
One of the existing solutions to the long diffusion length is 
producing porous graphite active material that enables high 
charging rates.

An etching process using 1  mol  L−1 potassium hydroxide 
solution followed by drying at 80 °C and an annealing process 
at 800 °C in nitrogen gas for two hours resulted in nanometer-
scale pores.[147] The specific capacities obtained by the etched 
graphite were higher than the pristine material, in particular 
for high current densities.[147] A nickel-catalyzed steam gasifi-
cation process was also proven to result in a porous graphite 
structure.[148] The synthesized active material exhibited a longer 
cycling life at high charging rates (5C) in addition to the higher 
reversible capacity (at 35 mA g−1).[148]

3.1.2. Limitation of Fast Charging on Electrode Level

The need for high rates and increased energy densities led 
researchers to develop different anode electrode compositions 
and microstructures to address existing challenges. Although 
the study of the material itself led to significant improve-
ments in the overall performance, the engineering approach 
must not be neglected. Controlling the electrode thickness, 
increasing the electrode’s porosity, reducing its tortuosity, and 
decreasing the content of non-active additives (such as the 

Adv. Energy Mater. 2021, 11, 2101126
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binder and conductive carbon) have already presented prom-
ising results, even when using well-known anode materials 
such as graphite.

Effects of the Electrode Microstructure: Anode Tortuosity: The 
anode fabrication process begins with the preparation of a 
multi-component-containing slurry. Later, the mixture goes 
through the casting and calendaring processes, creating tor-
tuous diffusion paths in the porous active material layer, in 
which the charge carriers are transported. Tortuosity can be 
defined as the ion transport path length due to the porous 
microstructure existing in the electrode.[16,149] A direct ionic 
pathway (Figure 6a), therefore, has a tortuosity value of τ =  1. 
Several reports correlated the electrode’s porosity and tortuosity 
both by calculations alongside experimental work to reach an 
optimization in the electrode structure parameters.[18] Also, 
impedance studies were found to quantify electrode tortu-
osity, allowing meaningful experimental results that support 
the numerical calculations.[16,17] Although closely connected 
to porosity, tortuosity describes the effective ionic pathways, 
whereas porosity describes the fraction of voids. Therefore, 
highly porous electrodes do not necessarily have low tortuosity 
values, for example in the case of a high fraction of dead-end 
pores, as presented in Figure 6b.

When thick, highly loaded electrodes are used, the high 
rates are limited by the diffusion paths inside the electrode’s 
microstructure.[19,150–153] High tortuosity values are a significant 
limitation that directly influences the battery’s ability to sustain 
high cycling rates alongside higher power densities. Reduc-
tion in the ion’s path lengths in the electrodes will eventually 
result in faster and more efficient diffusion (reduction of the 
parameter β), increasing the limiting current density jlim, which 
directly influences the electrolyte overpotential on the anode 
side ϕ∆ EL

a , as detailed in Section 2.2.1. The slow migration rates 
related to high tortuosity values can lead to significant ohmic 
and concentration polarization, which eventually prevents uti-
lizing the whole available active material. Eventually, the over-
potential for ion transport due to the sluggish electrode kinetics 
of the anode can lead to capacity fade and lithium deposition on 
the electrode surface close to the separator.[154,155]

Various studies focus on improving transport limitations by 
using three-dimensional electrode architectures where the con-
trolled electrode particle shape and orientation results in prefer-
ential paths with low tortuosity for the Li+ ions. It is crucial to 
compare structured and unstructured electrodes with the same 

loadings to assess the effect of tortuosity correctly. Studies con-
ducted using a mesoporous anatase microstructure, presenting 
uniform and connected pores, resulted in improved perfor-
mance compared to the optimal result previously reported for 
anatase nanoparticles.[156] Moreover, calculations performed for 
magnetically aligned graphite flakes (see Figure  6a) indicated 
a reduction in the out-of-plane tortuosity by a factor of nearly 
four.[157] Additionally, the rate capability test presented three 
times higher specific charge, more defined potential plateau, 
and much lower overpotential when aligned graphite flakes 
were used.

A co-extrusion process followed by a sintering method 
resulting in controlled tortuosity while maintaining the elec-
trode porosity and thickness was previously reported by Bae 
and coworkers.[158] Alternative approaches, such as laser pat-
terning, manage to manipulate the electrode structure after fab-
rication, creating an array of vertical channels serving as linear 
diffusion paths.[159,160]

Anode Porosity: The porosity of the anode is crucial for 
proper electrode performance since the penetration of elec-
trolyte into the electrode bulk is directly affected by the voids 
present between the active material particles. The control of 
porosity during electrode manufacturing is a compromise 
between electronic and ionic conductivity.[161] While a higher 
porosity is favorable for the ionic conductivity, it also reduces 
the areal capacity for the same anode coating thickness. Anodes 
with higher porosity and the same areal capacity result in a 
thicker active material layer, leading to a lower energy density 
on cell level. For example, Colclasure et  al. showed that the 
full cell volumetric energy density achieved for an electrode of 
4 mA h cm−2 with 40% porosity is less than for a 3 mA h cm−2 
anode with 30% porosity.[19] Increasing the porosity to high 
levels is, therefore, not an effective strategy to improve the fast-
charging capability.

The ongoing growth of the SEI layers on the anode sur-
face[162] is a well-known aging mechanism leading to clogging 
of the electrode pores[163] and therefore reducing the porosity 
during battery life. A microkinetic Li-ion battery model pre-
dicted the aging characteristics resulting from the contin-
uous clogging of electrode pores due to SEI formation (see 
Figure 7).[164] A significant electrolyte overpotential is generated 
after ≈3000 cycles, enabling the deposition of lithium metal.[164] 
The positive feedback caused by the lithium metal deposition 
and the decrease in porosity accelerates the aging process and 
can lead to a sudden drop in cell capacity.[164]

Theoretical and experimental studies have previously dis-
cussed optimizing the electrode porosity, depending on the 
chemical composition of the electrodes. Zheng and coworkers 
have presented the connection between the electrode inac-
tive components and its porosity, resulting in an optimum 
mass fraction (w) of 8% of inert material while calendaring 
the electrode to at least 30% porosity.[20] The same group has 
also reported optimal performance while using a combination 
of PVDF (w = 8%) with acetylene black (w = 7%) while calen-
daring the electrodes to (30–40)% porosity.[21] Another study 
presented a decrease in the first and second cycle capacity 
alongside higher irreversible capacity loss when increasing the 
graphite anode density from 0.9 g cm−3 (where optimal results 
were obtained) to 1.38  g  cm−3.[165] Therefore, when deciding 

Figure 6. a) Efficient ionic pathways and b) dead-end pores alongside 
nonefficient pathways resulting in increased tortuosity.

Adv. Energy Mater. 2021, 11, 2101126
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on the electrode porosity, facile Li+ ion penetration alongside 
the inactive material’s content and the rates applied should be 
considered.

Anode Coating Thickness: An effective way to increase the 
fast-charging capability, which is also applied in state-of-the-art 
commercial cells[166,167] are thin anode coatings.[19,138] However, 
in the case of low coating thicknesses, the active to inactive 
material ratio is unfavorable in terms of specific energies and 
low energy densities, resulting in increased costs.[13]

One effective method to increase the volume ratio of active 
and inactive materials is increasing the electrode thickness.[166] 
In commercial cells, the single-sided coating thicknesses are cur-
rently up to ≈100 µm.[166] However, various studies went to much 
higher values. Numerical models were created to study the rela-
tion between thickness and applied charging C-rate. The advan-
tages of thick electrodes with respect to energy density were com-
promised by the internal cell polarization and low utilization of 
the active material resulting in a critical thickness.[152,168]

Sivakkumar et  al. studied Li/graphite half cell behavior 
at high current densities (up to 60C) while using different 
graphite anode thicknesses ((12–100)  µm). Thinner electrode 
coatings presented superior performance while applying a C/10 
intercalation rate alongside varying deintercalation currents (up 
to 60C). When the same rate, 20C, was used for the interca-
lation and deintercalation processes, the 100 µm thick coating 
presented a sharp drop resulting in only 2% gravimetric dein-
tercalation capacity retention.[138]

Gallagher and colleagues presented a correlation between 
the electrode loading and various parameters such as current 
density, electrolyte transport, and overall cell performance while 
using numerical calculations and experimental results.[151] The 
analyses presented a significant drop in the areal capacity uti-
lization due to salt depletion. On the other hand, when proper 
current densities, which allow for full access to the available 
capacity while avoiding lithium deposition, were chosen, stable 
cycling was achieved.[151]

Effects of Anode Potential: Unfavorable deposition of lithium 
metal on the anode becomes thermodynamically possible if the 
anode potential becomes lower than 0 V versus Li+/Li,[103,169–171] 
corresponding to an overpotential of (0.065–0.2) V in the case 
of graphite.[171] This condition is more likely to be fulfilled in 
front of the anode surface (near the separator) due to higher 
Li+ activity[105] and less likely near the current collector due to 
depletion of Li+ ions.[153] For pouch cells, Li metal deposition 
on the anode surface leads to measurable thickness changes.[172] 
Simulations taking the anode microstructure into account show 
that the lithium deposition condition is first fulfilled on the 
anode surface.[170] Consistent with this, post-mortem analysis 
after cycling showed that lithium metal is mostly deposited 

on the anode surface.[173–175] The anode potential and therefore 
the tendency of lithium metal deposition is affected by electro-
lyte additives,[176] anode active materials,[177] the anode coating 
thickness,[38] operating parameters such as temperature, C-rate, 
and SOC[38,103–105,177] as well as the ratio of the areal capacities 
between anode and cathode (N/P ratio).[19,178–181]

The N/P ratio is typically in the range of 1.1 to 1.2.[19,178–182] 
N/P ratios <  1 lead to Li metal deposition, since the areal 
capacity of the cathode exceeds that of the anode. Mao et  al. 
described the N/P ratio as a function of the C-rate for charging 
graphite/LiNi0.8Co0.1Mn0.1O2 (NCM811) pouch cells.[37] As an 
example, the authors found for their electrodes optimum N/P 
ratios of 1.15, 1.00, and 0.5 for C/10, 3C, and 4C, respectively.[37]

The anode potential is further related to properties on the 
material level. For example, larger particles and higher barriers 
for Li migration into the active material and for solid-state dif-
fusion within the active material show a higher tendency of 
lithium metal deposition due to stronger polarization effects. 
In contrast, high anode potentials as in the case of LTO mate-
rials avoid lithium metal deposition while decreasing the cell 
voltage and therefore the specific energy and energy density on 
cell level.

By preparing anodes with different ratios of graphite and 
hard carbon ((0–100)% hard carbon), Chen et  al. found a sig-
nificant improvement of capacity retention after 500  cycles 
with 4C and 6C for 50% graphite/hard carbon.[183] The authors 
used industrially relevant areal densities (3  mA  h  cm−2) and 
multi-layer pouch full cells. The improvement was attributed 
to enhanced homogeneity of the reaction within the anode and 
mitigation of Li plating.

For the special case of LMAs, lithium metal is deposited 
directly on lithium metal or a suitable current collector. Here, 
lithium plating is not an issue anymore, but a desired feature. 
In combination with SEs stable against lithium metal this 
opens the possibility of fast-charging capable SSBs. Bad contact 
between the two solid phases is still an issue, however, among 
others, which will be further detailed in Section  5.2.2. Along 
with the aforementioned limited vacancy diffusion leading 
to dendrite propagation this poses major challenges for fast 
charging of LMAs.[90]

3.1.3. Degradation of Anode Induced by Fast Charging

The main degradation modes related to fast charging are i) Li 
deposition on the anode and subsequent reaction with electro-
lyte as well as the formation of “dead Li,” ii) increased reaction 
rates resulting from heating of the cell due to current flow, and 
iii) particle cracks.

Figure 7. Illustration of SEI growth and pore-clogging during cycling inducing polarization and therefore promoting Li metal deposition.

Adv. Energy Mater. 2021, 11, 2101126
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In literature, the mechanism of lithium metal deposition 
is mostly investigated for graphite anodes,[102,105,172–175,177,184,185] 
although it is also studied in Si/C composite anodes.[186] The 
phenomenon of lithium metal deposition on anodes is highly 
critical since it can reduce safety by dendrite growth[187] and 
exothermic reactions.[175,188] On graphite anodes, lithium 
metal deposition is favored during charging at low tem-
peratures,[38,102,103,185] high charging C-rates,[103,185] and high 
SOCs,[103] as well as their combination.[104,185] These effects 
can be counteracted by avoiding negative anode potentials, for 
example, by optimized charging protocols[103–105] or by internal 
heating of cells during charging.[189]

Additionally, cell heating due to current flow during 
charging can have significant influence on the anode poten-
tial. Tippmann et al. showed by simulations with and without 
a coupled thermal model (i.e., with and without heating due 
to the charging current) that the anode potential is shifted to 
higher values.[103] Therefore, larger cells, which usually show a 
stronger heating due to current flow,[166,182] are likely to show 
a lower tendency to lithium metal deposition compared to 
smaller cells.

In the case of fast charging at high ambient temperatures 
or strong cell heating due to high charging currents, different 
aging mechanisms come into play. High temperatures are 
known to suppress lithium deposition; however, SEI growth is 
favored at elevated temperatures.[162]

The graphite laminated structure (interlayer spacing of 
0.335 nm[137]) enables Li+ intercalation. Simultaneously, solvent 
co-intercalation may occur, especially at high charging rates, 
causing volume expansion and exfoliation (≈10%) followed 
by structural degradation of graphite.[190] When fast charging 
rates are applied, rapid Li+ intercalation is required. Due to the 
existing charge-transfer limitations, a large concentration gra-
dient can be created, leading to an inhomogeneous stress dis-
tribution among the graphite particles. Cracks in the material 
and electrode microstructure, leading to isolation of graphite 
particles and even disconnection of the active material from the 
current collector, can occur. Graphite lattice rearrangement can 
cause further mechanical degradation and defects during the 
intercalation process.[59]

When alloy metal host materials are being used as negative 
electrodes, severe volume expansion can be obtained. Winter 
and coworkers have shown that massive volume changes can 
be prevented by keeping a small particle size of the host mate-
rial ((10–20) nm for Sn2Fe and SnFe3C intermetallic phases, for 
example[191]).

3.2. Advantages and Disadvantages of Existing Materials  
Fulfilling Fast-Charging Capability

As discussed above, many obstacles can hinder the Li-ion 
battery’s abilities when high C-rates are applied. Several 
studies have been conducted to improve Li+ ion migra-
tion inside the active material by various modifications 
performed on the active material itself as well as on the elec-
trode level. Table 1 summarizes numerous improvements of 
well-known anode Li-ion materials and their performance at 
high rates.

Figure 8a correlates the diffusion barriers in different anode 
active materials (Section Solid-State Li+ Diffusion Inside Active 
Materials) with the specific capacities on the material level. 
A nearly linear correlation is obtained for Si, Sn, graphene, 
graphite, and organic materials, thus materials with higher spe-
cific capacity often show worse fast-charging capability. On the 
other hand, lower C-rates already lead to higher absolute cur-
rents for high capacity materials.

LTO does not fit into the correlation in Figure 8a since it com-
bines a low specific capacity with a high diffusion barrier. How-
ever, for LTO mostly nanoscale materials are utilized[123–126,205] 
and therefore the shorter diffusion paths compensate the higher 
barriers. Furthermore, nanosized materials usually cause higher 
initial capacity losses due to higher surface area where SEI is 
formed. This is not the case for LTO due to its higher anode 
potential, which is inside the stability window of the electrolyte. 
Therefore, the higher surface area does not lead to a new SEI 
layer formation in each cycle. However, the higher anode poten-
tial contributes to the drawback of lower specific energy for LTO.

On the material level, the goal is to combine materials 
with higher specific capacities and energies alongside lower 
diffusion barriers, as well as lower charge-transfer barriers. 
Figure  8a suggests that these requirements seem to exclude 
each other; however, the exception of LTO shows that there is 
hope to find such materials.

Another approach is the use of smaller particles, for instance 
nanosized materials. The shorter diffusion paths of Li+ ions in 
nanoparticles enables improved solid-state diffusion and there-
fore a better utilization of the materials during fast-charging 
(see Figure 8d). However, this is limited by higher irreversible 
losses[143] and increased tortuosity. Therefore, a further target 
for improved fast-charging capability is nanosized materials 
with high specific energy and energy density, however, without 
high irreversible losses.

Figure  8c shows a similar trend on the cell level for com-
mercially available cells as Figure 8a for materials. In Figure 8c, 
cells with LTO anodes fit into the linear correlation together with 
graphite and Si/graphite since the smaller particle size of LTO is 
already included in the evaluation on cell level. The target on the 
cell level is reaching a higher specific energy while preserving 
the short charging time. The key is not only on the material level, 
however optimization on the electrode level is required as well.

On the electrode level, the increased specific energy and 
lower costs are usually achieved by thicker electrode coat-
ings,[13,19,166,167] however, this leads to lower utilization of the 
negative electrode and favors Li deposition as illustrated in 
Figure 8e. The aim is to construct electrodes with both higher 
loading and higher fast-charging capability and lower sus-
ceptibility to Li deposition. In Figure  8b, the effect of particle 
shape on tortuosity is shown.[19] In this example, spherical 
and potato-shaped particles on material level lead to a lower 
and higher tortuosity on electrode level, respectively.[19] Alter-
native approaches use aligned particles[157] or holes on the 
anode coating to improve the tortuosity.[159,160] It is, however, 
always critical to cross-check whether such approaches lead to 
a decrease in energy density, for example, by removing active 
material. In the case that active materials are removed in modi-
fied electrodes, they must be compared with untreated elec-
trodes with the same loading.

Adv. Energy Mater. 2021, 11, 2101126
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Table 1. Several active materials and their modifications for fast-charging applications.

Active material Material limitations Material modifications for  
high-rate applications

Active material loading Performance reported (number of 
cycles, capacity, current density)

Ref.

Graphite/graphene Unstable SEI layer due to the 
extansion and contraction of the 

graphite leading to high ICL; sluggish 
intercalation kinetics and low 

lithiation voltage resulting in metallic 
lithium deposition

Mildly oxidized graphite resulting 
in extended d-spacing while 
conserving good electrical 

conductivity

No significant decrease in 
capacity from the value obtained 
at 0.1C up until 10C; the capacity 

value was maintained close to the 
Q0.1C up until 50C

[192]

Magnetically aligned graphite 9.1 mg cm−2 Higher capacities were obtained 
for the aligned material at C/2–2C; 

the specific charge capacity 
achieved was higher (by the factor 
of 1.6) than the reference material 

(at 1C for 50 cycles)

[157]

Graphene-like graphite prepared 
by an oxidation process using 

KClO3 and HNO3, followed by a 
heating treatment

5 mg cm−2 Capacity retention of 79% and 
39% at 6C (100 cycles) for GLG 

and graphite, respectively

[193]

3D interconnected porous nitrogen-
doped graphene foam (NGF) with 
encapsulated Ge quantum dot@

nitrogen-doped graphene  
yolk–shell nanoarchitecture 

(Ge-QD@NG/NGF)

1.8 mg cm−2 Over 800 mA h g−1 at 40C (200 
cycles) alongside extended cycling 

capability (≈96% reversible 
capacity retention up to 1000 

cycles)

[194]

Hybrid anodes with a uniform 
mixture of graphite and hard 

carbon

≈3 mA h cm−2 anode areal 
capacity loading (depending 
on the graphite/hard carbon 

blend ratio)

Anodes containing w = 50% 
graphite retain 87% (4C) and 82% 
(6C) of their initial specific energy 

after 500 cycles

[183]

Nanoscale turbostratic carbon-
coated graphite

1.0 mA h cm−2 anode areal 
capacity loading

A significant improvement in 
initial Coulombic efficiency, 
specific capacity, and rate 

performance

[106]

Hard carbons A lower density and initial coulombic 
efficiency in comparison to graphite;

large irreversible capacity, low 
packing density, and

hysteresis in the voltage profile

Polyacrylonitrile (PAN) hard 
carbon

5.2 mg cm−2 The PAN hard carbon presents a 
charge capacity of 135.4 mA h g−1 

at 3C (100 cycles), exceeding 
the graphite electrode’s value 

(106.0 mA h g−1)

[195]

Siloxane-grafted nano-SiO0.26/
hard-carbon composite

1.2 mg cm−2 (916–750) mA h g−1 at 0.2C (100 
cycles);

≈650 mA h g−1 at 10C (100 cycles)

[196]

Li Fragile SEI layer leads to Li dendrite 
growth during cycling; the cyclability 

is possible for most Li anodes 
only under low current densities 

(<1 mA cm−2)

Pretreatment of the Li anode 
surface using a thin silicon  

wafer ([20–30] µm), resulting  
in a thin, highly ionically  

conductive LixSi film

Specific capacity of ≈390 mA h g−1 
at 2 mA cm−2 (150 cycles)

[197]

An over-lithiation process of 
mesoporous AlF3 resulting in a 
nanocomposite of Li/Al4Li9-LiF 

(LAFN)

Specific capacities of (140, 131,  
113, and ≈80) mA h g−1 at  

(0.2, 1, 4, and 10)C, respectively 
(≈10 cycles);

long term cyclability at 1C resulted 
in ≈130 mA h g−1 (100 cycles)

[198]

Si Electrode disintegration and high 
charge-transfer resistance due to 

the extreme volume change during 
cycling (>300%) alongside low 

electrical conductivity (≈10−4 S−1)

An edge-plane activated graphite 
with an-Si nanolayer (SEAG) 
prepared by nickel-catalyzed 
hydrogenation followed by a 

chemical vapor deposition (CVD) 
process using acetylene and 

silane gas

Less Li deposition after applying 
high charging currents avoiding 
the drastic capacity degradation

[199]

Adv. Energy Mater. 2021, 11, 2101126
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3.3. Requirements on Material and Electrode Level

As deduced from theoretical considerations in Section  2 and 
corroborated with experimental data in the current Section  3, 
improved anode materials with high fast-charging capability 
should ideally show the following properties:

i) low energetic barriers for Li+ transfer into the material;
ii) low energy barriers for Li solid-state diffusion inside the active 

material. According to Equation (18), this directly results in
iii) small particle size with rather narrow PSD, for example, 

nanoparticles, while sustaining processability and low irre-
versible losses.

Furthermore, high long-term stability in contact to the elec-
trolyte and in a wide temperature range is required. In addi-
tion, high energy density and specific energy are needed, while 
safety must be sufficiently high.

Improved negative electrodes with high fast-charging capa-
bility should ideally show the following properties:

i) a tortuosity value near one, which is difficult since the pre-
ferred small particles adversely affect the tortuosity;

ii) an optimized porosity regarding electronic and ionic con-
ductivity of the electrode layer;

iii) an electrode expansion as small as possible.

Combined, these properties can result in a very low or even 
negligible tendency of lithium metal deposition, that is, in 
anode potentials above 0  V versus Li+/Li. However, the anode 
potential should not be too high in order to retain high specific 
energies. Furthermore, without changing the properties above, 
the areal capacity must be high enough, that is, by high elec-
trode loading to increase the ratio of active to inactive material 
and therefore lower costs.

On cell level, fast-charging capability needs to be improved 
regarding cell heating due to current flow and charging 
strategies: i) At low ambient temperatures, cell heating is 
desired to improve migration and diffusion kinetics and to 
hinder Li deposition on the anode. Examples are cell designs 
with internal heating.[155,189,206] ii) At high ambient tempera-
tures, cell heating should be hindered by cell designs for 
improved heat dissipation. iii) Charging strategies to prevent 
Li deposition by preventing negative anode potentials versus 
Li+/Li.

Active material Material limitations Material modifications for  
high-rate applications

Active material loading Performance reported (number of 
cycles, capacity, current density)

Ref.

A composite layer-by-layer silicon/
reduced graphene oxide (Si/RGO) 
anode material with a post-laser-

shock (LS) compression treatment

(0.1–1) mg cm−2 ≈1850 mA h g−1 at 6 A g−1  
after 200 cycles;

≈1200 mA h g−1 at 15 A g−1  
after 1000 cycles

[117]

LTO Low electrical conductivity 
(≈(10−8–10−13) S cm−1) and slow Li+ 
ion diffusion (≈(10−8–10−13) cm2 s−1)

LTO porous particles filled up with 
N-doped carbons

10 mg cm−2 Better capacity retention in 
comparison to commercial 

LTO while applying 1C, 45 °C 
(300 cycles)

[200]

Conversion materials Poor cycle stability due to large 
structural reorganization leading to 
massive volume changes; extremely 
high Coulombic inefficiencies and 

large irreversible capacity and voltage 
hysteresis between discharge and 

charge steps

α-Fe2O3 hollow spheres with 
sheet-like sub-units

Reversible capacity of 
710 mA h g−1 at 200 mA g−1 

(100 cycles)

[201]

Carbon-decorated Fe3O4 
nanowires

≈830 mA h g−1 at 0.1C (50 cycles); 
when higher charge rates were 

applied (5C), the carbon decorated 
Fe3O4 nanowires delivered a high 

capacity of 600 mA h g−1

[202]

CoO/graphene nanocomposite: 
ultrafine CoO nanocrystals 

densely attached to the graphene 
nanosheets

≈1018 mA h g−1 at 200 mA g−1 
(520 cycles); the synthesized 
material presents good rate 

capability—at high rates 
(1600 mA g−1), a favorable 

specific capacity was obtained 
(531.2 mA h g−1)

[203]

Organic materials Low capacity of the conducting
polymer, low electronic conductivity, 

and dissolution of
conjugated carbonyl compounds

2D covalent organic framework 
(COF) based on covalently 

connected polyporphyrin with 
4-thiophenephenyl groups 

(TThPP)

0.2 mg cm−2 Good rate capability resulted in (666, 
519, 384, 271, and 195) mA h g−1 
when (0.2, 0.5, 1, 2, and 4) A g–1 

rates were applied; cycling 
performance evaluations resulted in 
≈400 mA h g−1 at 1 A g−1 (200 cycles)

[204]

Table 1. Continued.
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4. Cathode

In this section, the kinetic aspects associated with Li+ transport 
in/at the cathode are reviewed and rated according to their rele-
vance for fast charging. A simple way to obtain insights into the 
kinetics of battery electrodes, thus their fast-charging capability 
during operation is to monitor the voltage or potential.[2,22,77,207] 
For a battery cell, the overvoltages and voltage hysteresis, that is, 
the voltage/potential difference between the obtained charge and 

discharge curves, reveals the overall internal resistance of the cell 
as exemplarily shown in Figure 9a.[58,208] Moreover, with the sup-
port of a reference electrode,[209] the individual contribution of 
both electrodes, cathode and anode, on the overall internal resist-
ance can be distinguished via the respective electrode potentials 
(overpotentials and/or potential hysteresis Δϕc and Δϕa).[210,211,212] 
Simple electrochemical techniques allow for a systematic investiga-
tion of kinetic aspects for various cathode active materials as exem-
plarily shown in Figure  9b.[34,213] Typically, cathodes contribute 

Figure 9. a) Initial charge/discharge cycle of an NCM||graphite full cell setup including a reference electrode for monitoring the potential behavior of 
individual electrodes. The voltage hysteresis (here: Δϕ = 0.20 V) as an indication for overall internal cell resistance is the sum of the potential hysteresis 
of both, the cathode (here: Δϕc = 0.14 V) and anode (here: Δϕa = 0.06 V). Data (redrawn) from refs. [210,214]. b) The overall kinetic aspects of a single 
electrode, for example, a cathode with varied CAMs can consequently be simply indicated by monitoring the cathode potential during operation. Data 
(redrawn) from refs. [215–217].

Figure 8. General trends for fast-charging capability from material to cell level: a) Solid-state diffusion barriers of Li in different anode active materials 
as a function of specific capacity on the material level. b) Calculation of charged capacity after 4C and 6C CC charging to 4.2 V as a function of anode 
loading. Spherical (lower electrode tortuosity) and potato-shaped (higher electrode tortuosity) particles were used. Data (redrawn) from ref. [19].  
c) Minimum charging time (C-rate−1) as specified in data sheets from commercial cells for LTO (Toshiba SCiB cells), graphite, and Si/graphite 
composite anodes as a function of specific energy on cell level. Illustration of material utilization for d) small/large active material particles and  
e) thin/thick anode coatings.
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most to the internal cell resistance as also seen in the example of 
Figure 9a, where the voltage hysteresis amounts to 0.14 V for the 
NCM cathode contrary to 0.06 V for the graphite anode.

The cathode as a particle-type composite electrode includes 
inactive ingredients, that is, a binder for mechanical robust-
ness/structural integrity as well as conductive carbon for 
improved electronic conductance and electrolyte uptake.[218] 
Consequently, the complex nature of the cathode, both on the 
material level and on the composite electrode level, involves 
several processes and charge pathways, which contribute to the 
cathode’s internal resistance as shown in Figure 10.[22]

4.1. Limitation of Fast Charging on the Material Level

4.1.1. Influences of the Crystal Structure

Insight into relevant factors controlling the internal resistance, 
which were already deduced fundamentally in Section 2.1.1, can 
also be obtained from in situ monitoring of kinetics during the 

charge process, that is, through changes in overpotentials. The 
charge profiles of LiNi1/3Co1/3Mn1/3O2 (NCM111) as an exem-
plary CAM for various specific charge currents are depicted in 
Figure 11a (compare also Figure 2a). The accompanied increase 
in overpotentials AM

cϕ∆  is not constant, but rather SOC dependent 
with a minimum at a specific charge capacity of ≈140 mA h g−1, 
corresponding to an Li+ extraction ratio of ≈50% and to step II in 
Figure 2. At this SOC, the maximal c-parameter (proportional to 
the Li+ interlayer distance) of NCM111 is observed, as shown in 
Figure 11b. This implies a direct relation with the development of 
overpotentials in the entire cathode. In other words, the kinetic 
aspect and internal resistance overwhelmingly depend on the 
used CAM and changes associated with the CAM. In line with 
this, changes of solely the CAMs, for example, LiFePO4 (LFP), 
NCM111, or LiNi0.5Mn1.5O4 (LNMO), lead to significant changes 
of the cathodes’ overpotential as shown in Figure 9b, while the 
other aspects obviously play only a minor role.

The SOC dependence of the overpotential AM
cϕ∆  can be related 

to the crystal structure of state-of-the-art CAMs, that is, layered 
oxides (example: NCM111), which is depicted in Figure 12,  

Figure 11. a) Initial charge curves of NCM111 for varied specific charge currents demonstrating SOC dependence of the overpotential ϕ∆ AM
c . Adapted 

with permission.[22] Copyright 2016, IOP Publishing. b) The overpotential behavior can be related with the c-parameter of the NCM111 structure. At 
approximately 50% Li+ extraction ratio, the maximum c-parameter and lowest overpotential (=best kinetics) is observed, which can be attributed to the 
widest Li+ interlayer distance, thus to maximized Li+ mobility. Hence, the cathode overpotentials can predominantely be assigned to the Li+ pathway 
within the active material. Data (redrawn) from ref. [22].

Figure 10. Schematic illustration of various Li+ and e− pathways, which can impact the internal resistance. Relevance and implication of the individual 
contributions to the overall internal resistance and fast charge capability are discussed in the main text. Redrawn from ref. [22].

Adv. Energy Mater. 2021, 11, 2101126
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where the functionality of each transition metal is included. 
While the transition metals reside in the 3a layer, the Li+ resides 
in the 3b layer (“Li+ layer”), which provides the slab space for 
the 2D Li+ pathway.[219] The changes in Coulombic interactions 
during charge within the crystal are intertwined with changes in 
the c-axis, thus the Li+ interlayer distances, which consequently 
affect Li+ mobility and in turn the SOC dependent overpoten-
tial.[22–26] In addition, a phase transformation, which occurs 
depending on the SOC in NCM, has to be considered, as dem-
onstrated in detail in section Phase-Transformation and Conver-
sion-Type Electrodes. Thereby, the dependence of the cathode 
overpotential AM

cϕ∆  on the SOC—and thus also the presence of  
the different phases H2 and H3—is shown in Figure  2c,d. 
Obviously, these parameters, which affect the Li+ mobility 
within the CAM, are the key parameters for the internal resist-
ance, thus for the CAM’s fast-charging capability.[22]

The related Li+ chemical diffusion coefficient ( LiD +) is a cru-
cial indicator for the evaluation of CAMs for fast-charging 
applications.[22] For example, layered sulfide-based CAMs with 
high LiD +, for example, LiTiS2 ( LiD + = 10−8  cm2  s−1), also reveal 
superior rate performance.[220] The same relation can be also 
observed for layered oxides, where LCO reveals the highest LiD + 
( LiD + = 10−9 cm2 s−1) and best rate performance among this struc-
ture type of CAMs.[22,23] For NCM811, LiD  can reach 10−9 cm2 s−1 
at 50% SOC, while it is decreased for higher and lower lithia-
tion degrees.[221] The Li+ chemical diffusion coefficient can be 
improved, for example, by introducing concentration gradients 
of Ni, Mn, or Co in the NCM or NCA particles. For gradients of 
Ni and Co in NCM523 (LiNi0.5Co0.2Mn0.3O2), Li+D  was increased 
by one order of magnitude.[222,223]

Recently, single-crystalline CAMs have been actively investi-
gated since they can offer improved cycling stability compared 
to polycrystal-based secondary particles.[221,224,225] The increased 
particle size in the case of single crystals leads to significantly 
longer diffusion paths within the primary particles, however, 
decreasing the fast-charging capability of single crystals ini-
tially. During the lifetime of the battery cell, polycrystalline par-
ticles decompose faster, though, resulting in faster kinetics for 
single crystals after prolonged cycling.[225]

4.1.2. Surface Modification of Cathode Active Materials

In addition to the research on NCM cathode materials, a whole 
range of studies have attempted to meet the demand for fast-
charging cathode materials either by modification of already-
reported cathodes[223,226–234] or by the synthesis of new cathode 
materials.[235–238] The most common technique for modifying 
conventional cathode materials for fast-charging applications is 
through surface modifications. By changing the surface envi-
ronment, researchers were able to enhance the Li+ ion (charge) 
transfer during cycling and to get higher capacities during 
operation at high rates.[223,226–234]

LCO, one of the most commonly used cathode materials in 
rechargeable batteries used for portable electronics, has been 
the subject of such surface modification. Yasuhara et  al., fol-
lowing previous research by Teranishi et al., were able to signifi-
cantly improve the cyclability and high-rate chargeability of LCO 
cathode thin films by supporting them with ferroelectric BaTiO3 
nanodots.[226,227] The decoration of the cathode material surface 

Figure 12. Crystal structure of the state-of-the-art CAM, that is, layered oxides like NCM. Each transition metal contribution has pros and cons rendering 
compromises necessary. Particularly the Li+/Ni2+ mixing effect is relevant for fast charge as it dictates cathode kinetics via decreasing the chemical 
diffusion coefficient within the CAM as a rate-limiting aspect. Adapted with permission.[215] Copyright 2017, John Wiley and Sons.

Adv. Energy Mater. 2021, 11, 2101126
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with BaTiO3 nanodots, which have a thickness of less than 3 nm, 
diameter of 35 nm, and less than 5% coverage, creates what the 
authors refer to as a “triple-phase interface” (TPI) (cathode–nano-
dots–electrolyte). This interface presumably enhances the Li+ 
intercalation/deintercalation in its vicinity due to the formation 
of an “electric field concentration” by the high dielectric constant 
material BaTiO3. Using this approach, the authors were able to 
obtain impressive capacity retention of more than 90% of the 
first cycle after 800 cycles at 5C. In a subsequent study, the group 
was able to determine a similar permittivity of the dielectric layer 
and the electrolyte as the underlying reason for improved charge 
transfer.[239] Analyzing bare LCO, LCO decorated with TiO2, and 
LCO decorated with BaTiO3, all resulting in different permit-
tivity of the dielectric surface layer, in combination with electro-
lytes based on DMC (low permittivity) and EC:DEC (high per-
mittivity), the authors found a correlation between the capacity 
retention at high charging rates (10C) and the dielectric constant 
of the dielectric layer. For DMC, the bare LCO surface exhibiting 
the lowest permittivity showed improved capacity retention. In 
the case of EC:DEC, the behavior was reversed, with BaTiO3 
(high dielectric constant) resulting in the highest capacity reten-
tion. This was explained with improved adsorption and desolva-
tion on the dielectric layer compared to the bare LCO. For similar 
permittivity of dielectric and solvent, desolvation of Li+ preferen-
tially occurs at the dielectric surface, followed by diffusion to the 
TPI and transfer to the electrode. Thereby, even cycling at 50C 
was enabled.[239]

Another recent attempt at modifying the surface of LCO 
cathode material was reported by Wang et al.[228] In this study, the 
authors coated the LCO cathode material with Li1.6Mg1.6Sn2.8O8 
showing a double-layer structure, which has similar oxygen 
packing to that of LCO and is inactive in the voltage window of 
the cathode. The Li1.6Mg1.6Sn2.8O8 coating was formed in situ 
on the surface of cathode particles using the reaction between 
SnO2 and Mg-doped LCO. The coating improved the stability of 
the cathode surface by serving as a protective layer and increased 
the electronic conductivity by oxidizing some of the Co3+ in the 
pristine LCO and formation of mixing valence of Co3+/Co4+. The 
coated LCO exhibited better capacity retention than its uncoated 
counterpart under high-rate cycling and retained a capacity of 
175 mA h g−1 at 10C (upper cutoff potential 4.5 V).

One frequently used cathode material that has been sub-
jected to various surface modifications for the purpose of 
achieving superior rate performance is spinel-structured 
LNMO. MgF2, ZrO2, SiO2, and V2O5 coatings have been proven 
to be beneficial for the rate capability and cycling stability of 
LNMO.[229–232] Wu et al. showed by analyzing dQ/dV plots that 
MgF2 coating of LNMO reduces the electrode polarization. This 
phenomenon, in their opinion, may explain the observed facili-
tation of ion transfer through the cathode–electrolyte interface. 
Their calculations of the apparent chemical diffusion coefficient 
agree with their dQ/dV analysis and suggested that the coated 
cathode has better kinetic properties than the uncoated one.

4.1.3. Effects of Morphology

Morphology or “dimension” modification is another common 
approach to improve the high-rate performance of well-known 

cathode materials. For example, LiV3O8 cathode material has 
shown better high-rate capabilities with the morphology of nano-
wires and nanorods compared to the conventional nanoparticle 
cathode structure.[233,234] Xu et  al. synthesized LiV3O8 nanorods 
with a diameter of (0.5–1.0) µm and a length of (4–8) µm using 
the nonionic triblock surfactant Pluronic-F127 as a structure 
directing agent. The nanorod structure of the particles of the 
cathode assisted in having faster kinetics of Li+ ion transfer that 
result in a better rate performance and cycling stability compared 
to particles with the nanoparticles structure. Thanks to that, the 
LiV3O8 nanorods exhibited a capacity of 138.4 mA h g−1 at high 
current density of 6.4 A g−1 (≈21C). Also, common NCM cathode 
material can be improved for better operation at high rates 
when using a nanorod structure.[223] Noh et  al. prepared NCM 
with a full concentration gradient of Ni and Co within the rod-
shaped particles, while the Mn concentration was kept constant 
throughout. Thus, the Li+ chemical diffusion coefficient could 
be increased by one order of magnitude compared to conven-
tional NCM523, improving the discharge capacity from 136  to 
155  mA  h  g−1 at 5C. Similar experiments were performed on 
NCA.[222] Introducing concentration gradients of Ni and Mn in 
the material also led to rod-shaped primary particles, improving 
the reversible capacity and capacity retention.

4.1.4. Development of New Cathode Active Materials

Another recent strategy to obtain Li-ion batteries that are suit-
able for fast-charging is the development of novel organic 
cathode materials, with the advantages of being transition metal 
free and mechanically flexible.[235] In a recent study, Otteny 
et al. demonstrated that factors such as the polymer structure, 
the amount of π-interactions between redox-active groups, and 
the morphology of the composite electrode have a significant 
impact on the rate capability and cycling performances of pheno-
thiazine-based polymers.[236] Their study shows that directly 
linked poly(3-norbornylphenothiazine) cathode material, with a 
redox potential of 3.5 V versus Li+/Li, had good cycling stability 
and rate capability. It reached a maximum specific capacity of  
64  mA  h  g−1 after 850  cycles at 100C rate, and retained 73% 
(47 mA h g−1) of this capacity after 10 000 cycles, which is 55% 
of the theoretical value. The same group reported a cross-
linked phenoxazine poly(vinylene) as cathode active material. 
This organic CAM has a high discharge potential of 3.52  V 
versus Li+/Li.[237] After 10  000  cycles at 100C rate, a capacity 
of 70  mA  h  g−1 was still obtained (74% of the first discharge 
capacity at 100C and 58% of the theoretical value).

Conductive metal-organic frameworks (MOFs) with redox 
metal centers are another class of materials that have been con-
sidered as potential cathode materials and might be suitable for 
fast-charging capabilities.[235] Gu et  al. investigated the MOF 
Cu3(2,3,6,7,10,11-hexahydroxytriphenylene)2 as a cathode mate-
rial for Li-ion batteries.[238] This MOF, with the Cu2+/Cu+ redox 
center responsible for the Li+ ion accommodation between the 
layers, has intrinsically high electrical conductivity and exhibits 
an open porous layered framework that makes it efficient for 
Li+ ion transfer during cycling at high rates. At a rate of 20C, 
the MOF cathode had a capacity of 85 mA h g−1 after 500 cycles 
with capacity retention of 85%.

Adv. Energy Mater. 2021, 11, 2101126
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4.2. Limitation of Fast Charging on Electrode Level

While e− transport proceeds mainly through the CAM and the 
conductive carbon toward/from the Al current collector,[240] 
Li+ transport pathways are more complex and proceed 
through the bulk electrolyte, the electrolyte-soaked composite 
electrode, the CEI, and CAM including intertwined charge-
transfer processes as shown in Figure  10.[22] The rating of 
each aspect according to its relevance and significance for the 
total internal resistance, thus for the fast-charging capability, 
is discussed as follows.[22]

A relevant contribution of the e− pathway to the cell resist-
ance can rather be excluded.[22,23,241] The intrinsic electronic 
conductivity of common layered oxide based CAMs like NCM 
is between (10−3 and 10−5) S cm−1, which depends on the SOC 
under normal operation and composition of the transition 
metals.[23,242] After the addition of already small concentra-
tions (w  = 1%) of conductive agent, for example, conductive 
carbon, the electronic conductivity of the cathode composite 
increases up to 10−1 S cm−1, which is two orders of magnitude 
higher than the ionic conductivity of common organic sol-
vent based electrolytes, thus sufficiently high.[21,22,243,244] The 
relevance of the electrolyte conductivity on internal resistance 
and fast charge aspects will be discussed in Section 5.[22] An 
insightful additional proof for the negligible kinetic limita-
tion due to electronic conductivity is the well-known example 
of the addition of Co to LiNiO2, thus the formation of LiNi
0.8Co0.2O2.[23] Even though the electronic conductivity of the 
resulting material decreases by an order of magnitude, the 
rate performance increases and demonstrates that other fac-
tors are relevant for fast charging, which will be discussed in 
the next sections.[23,245]

According to literature, the impact of the cathode com-
posite characteristics (e.g., porosity, mass fraction of inac-
tive materials, mass loading, etc.) on the Li+ transport is not 
as important as it is for anodes.[21,22] The porosity as a cru-
cial parameter for the density of Li+ pathways within com-
posite electrodes is minimized via calendaring for reasons 
of improved mechanical and energy density aspects.[246] 

Despite calendaring, rate performance is only affected for 
porosity values below 20%, and this only if combined with 
high CAM loading >  30  mg  cm−2 (roughly corresponding to 
>5  mA  h  cm−2). This combination of electrode properties is, 
however, far from application.[21,212,247] Moreover, the inactive 
materials can theoretically have an impact on Li+ transport 
and be kinetically problematic, but only below a conductive 
carbon to binder ratio of 0.6:1 and at inactive material mass 
loadings greater than 5% (relative to the active material 
amount), which is both not the case in present LIBs.[243]

Finally, aspects related to Li+ transport within a CAM, for 
example, material, particle size, particle morphology, etc., 
should also be of particular focus for fast charging. It is spec-
ulated that the crystal structure and associated Li+ diffusion 
may be stressed in the course of fast charging via inhomo-
geneous delithiation and accompanied phase changes.[248] 
These inhomogeneities can lead to secondary and primary 
particle cracking with an undesired raise of CAM surface, 
that is, electrolyte contact, which can affect the internal 
resistance and the fast-charging behavior,[249] as will be dis-
cussed in Section 5. Crack formation increases with the SOC, 
the Ni content, and, just like for anodes,[142] the size of the 
secondary particles.[250]

It should be also noted that fast charging may also have a 
beneficial effect on cathode stability as it counteracts unde-
sired crystal-intrinsic decomposition by a shorter time for 
the thermodynamic-driven phase changes of layered oxides 
at higher SOC. As shown in Figure 13a for NCM111, when 
charged to equal SOC (e.g., an 85% Li+ extraction ratio), the 
specific capacity losses are lower after faster charge. A sim-
ilar relation can be deduced for the charge/discharge cycling 
performance of NCM111, as shown in Figure 13b. The CAM 
obviously remains more stable during faster charge than 
during slower charge and this considerably affects the sub-
sequent cycling performance, when again, equal charge 
conditions are used. As shown in Figure  13b, the specific 
charge current variation in the initial three cycles has a sig-
nificant impact on subsequent cycle life under high-voltage 
conditions.[251]

Figure 13. a) Specific capacity losses of the initial charge/discharge cycle versus the Li+ extraction ratio of NCM111. The faster the charge, the lower the 
specific capacity loss. Adapted with permission.[22] Copyright 2016, IOP Publishing. b) Specific discharge capacities as a function of cycle number of 
NCM111, with three formation cycles followed by charge/discharge cycling at 150 mA g−1 (≈1C). The variation of the specific charge current only in the 
formation cycles has a significant influence on the subsequent cycling performed under equal conditions, that is, fast charge during formation leads 
to better performance. Adapted with permission.[251] Copyright 2017, Elsevier.

Adv. Energy Mater. 2021, 11, 2101126
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5. Electrolyte

5.1. Liquid Electrolytes

Among the different electrolyte systems currently under con-
sideration for LIBs, liquid organic solvent based electrolytes 
show a most favorable combination of cost and performance 
properties.[252] The (total) ionic conductivities of state-of-the-art 
liquid electrolytes, that is, 1.0  mol  L−1 LiPF6 in a solvent mix-
ture based on EC and linear carbonates like DMC, DEC, and/or 
ethyl methyl carbonate (EMC) reach values of up to 10−2 S cm−1 
at room temperature (RT).[253] While Li+t  typically is only 
between 0.2 and 0.4,[253] resulting in an Li+ conductivity of less 
than half of the total conductivity, these values are more than 
sufficient for LIB application at RT and below. Even decreasing 
the concentration down to 0.2 mol L−1 LiPF6, the ionic conduc-
tivity is still 3 mS cm−1.[244] As shown in Figure 14a for NCM111, 
no changes in charge/discharge behavior can be deduced for 
different salt concentrations, also at faster charge conditions. 
The charge profiles remain similar, that is, without additional 
overpotentials at lower salt concentration, which demonstrates 
that not the bulk ionic conductivity of the electrolyte within the 
separator but rather other cell parameters are rate-determining, 
as discussed in Sections 3 and 4.

However, at the anode side, transport in the electrolyte is 
considered the rate-limiting step, as already overpotentials 
<  100  mV induce lithium plating. Such overpotentials are 
easily achieved if the current density approaches jlim. Gallagher 
et  al. observed cell failure of NCM622/graphite full cells due 
to lithium plating at currents >  1C for approximately the tar-
geted capacity of 3.3 mA h cm−2 and an N/P ratio of around 1.2 
(Figure 15a).[151] Based on Equation (38), we calculated jlim for 
such cells, assuming an ion transference number of 0.4, lith-
ium-ion concentration of 1  mol  L−1, separator—and thus elec-
trolyte—thickness of 30  µm and diffusion coefficients in the 
range (1–5)  ×  10−6  cm2  s−1, which represents the typical range 
for diffusion coefficients of concentrated lithium electrolytes. 

If the porosity is between 30% and 40% (typical values), β 
would be 5–10 for realistic electrodes.[47] Therefore, according to 
Figure 15b, the target current density of 12 mA cm−2 (4C) would 
be around the limiting current. We note that according to Equa-
tion (40) the overpotential is quite substantial even below the 
limiting current. Therefore, although 4C charging would be 
possible, the high overpotential would result in lithium plating 
at the anode.

The reason behind this is that although high currents are 
possible, the reaction becomes confined at those parts of the 
electrodes that are easily accessed by the electrolyte (i.e., close 
to the separator). The lithium-ion concentration in the electro-
lyte of those electrode regions, which are hardly accessed by the 
electrolyte (i.e., close to the current collector) is depleted.[152] 
This confinement of the reaction leads to a substantial local 
potential drop. Therefore, growth of lithium dendrites is mostly 
observed originating from the tip of the graphite electrode. 
Hence, we assume that lithium plating as a result of reaction 
confinement in the anode is the rate-limiting step in practical 
battery full cells. A strategy to overcome such issue would, for 
example, involve a higher lithium diffusion coefficient (or also 
lithium-ion transference number) as this lifts the limiting cur-
rent density significantly. Such issue can also be circumvented 
by increasing the temperature during cell charging. Another 
possibility is the application of a porous layer in contact to the 
electrode, of which the surface is functionalized with groups 
exhibiting high Li+ affinity. Thus, the concentration of Li+ 
within the pores is increased, reducing concentration polariza-
tion in the electrolyte. Additionally, electrokinetic effects, such 
as electroosmosis and surface conduction, enhance Li+ trans-
port within the pores, significantly increasing the limiting cur-
rent density, which enables cycling at higher rates.[254]

Besides ionic conduction in the bulk, the electrolyte may 
impact the internal resistance of the cell also in other ways, 
in particular via charge-transfer processes at the interfaces as 
detailed in Section 2.1.2. It is known from the anode side that 
the intercalation of Li+ into, for example, graphite during the 

Figure 14. a) Initial charge/discharge cycle of NCM111 at different specific currents using an electrolyte with a conventional Li salt concentration 
(1.0 mol L−1), and a decreased Li salt concentration (0.2 mol L−1), thus decreased ionic conductivity. The charge profile is similar for both Li salt con-
centrations, even for elevated specific currents, which points to a rather insignificant impact of the electrolyte bulk ionic conductivity on internal cell 
resistances. b) Initial charge/discharge cycle of an NCM111 electrode using LiPF6 in various solvents and solvent mixtures. A possible solvent impact 
on the charge performance, that is, delithiation kinetics, cannot be noticed. The impact of the cation desolvation process on performance, at least for 
the used cathodes, appears also negligible as the discharge curves behave similar. Still, any effect of kinetically hindered desolvation should not be 
disregarded during charge of anodes. Adapted with permission.[22] Copyright 2016, IOP Publishing.

Adv. Energy Mater. 2021, 11, 2101126
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charge process requires Li+ desolvation from the solvent shell, 
which is regarded as a rate-determining process during charge 
(see Section Barriers for Migration of Li+ Ions from Electrolyte 
into Anode Active Materials).[78,255] In the typically used car-
bonate solvent based electrolyte mixtures, naturally the highly 
polar EC is the preferable solvating solvent component. More-
over, given its large activation energy (EA) values, the Li+ desol-
vation process is also assumed to contribute to internal resist-
ances of the cathode, though in this case in the discharge pro-
cess.[75,77,256] These conclusions are drawn from theoretical con-
siderations.[257] It is claimed, that the kinetics of Li+ desolvation 
sensitively depends on the coordination strength of Li+ with the 
respective solvent molecules constituting the solvent shell.[258]

To check this claim under practical experimental conditions, 
LiPF6 dissolved in various solvents including γ-butyrolactone 
(GBL), propylene carbonate (PC), fluoroethylene carbonate 
(FEC), and vinylene carbonate (VC) was investigated with 
respect to overpotentials on the cathode side.[22] The discharge 
curves display similar shapes for all electrolytes as shown in 

Figure 14b. In addition, also any solvation effects during charge 
on the kinetics can also be excluded on cell level as also the 
charge profile behaves similar for all investigated solvents.[22] 
The salt, however, can have an influence on charge transfer as 
a recent study indicates.[259] Thereby, the addition of lithium 
bis(trifluoromethanesulfonyl imide) (LiTFSI) to LiPF6 in DMC 
electrolyte increased the cathode exchange current density 
by about two orders of magnitude. Thus, the charge-transfer 
resistance was decreased to 6% of its value without LiTFSI. 
Using molecular dynamics simulations, the TFSI− anions were 
found to preferentially solvate Li+, which—combined with the 
lower binding energy to the Li+ ion—enables faster interface 
kinetics.[259] Thus, different conducting salts next to (or in com-
bination with) conventional LiPF6 are worth investigating.

Finally, the impact of the electrolyte at electrode|electrolyte 
interfaces in LIB cells will be discussed.[22,260] On graphite-
based anodes, the electrolyte electrochemically decomposes 
and forms a protective layer, the SEI.[261] Its chemical compo-
sition and thickness significantly contribute to the internal 
resistances, which thus can be significantly tailored via rea-
sonable electrolyte formulation, for example, via electrolyte 
additives.[246,262] For graphite anodes with LiPF6 in a mixture 
of EC, EMC, and methyl propionate (MP), the addition of 
lithium bis(fluorosulfonyl)imide (LiFSI) reduced the charge-
transfer resistance and activation barrier of the SEI compared 
to the pure solvent mixture, for example.[263] Another method 
is changing the solvent. A recent study used 1,4-dioxane, which 
is only weakly solvating while still retaining sufficient solubility 
for the LiFSI conducting salt. Thereby, ion pairs prevail even 
at low salt concentration leading to a mainly inorganic SEI, 
which offers fast interfacial charge transfer and high stability, 
improving the fast-charging capability.[264]

In contrast, the CEI, particularly on commonly used layered 
oxide based cathodes (e.g., NCM, NCA, LCO)[265] considerably dif-
fers from the SEI. Organic carbonate-based electrolytes are more 
oxidatively stable than commonly believed[215,216,251,265–269] How-
ever, the CEI composition and behavior on the cathode is affected 
by the so-called “native” cathode surface, which exists prior 
to application in form of Li2CO3 and/or LiOH.[216,217,253,266–270]  
Alteration of the CEI can already proceed after simple electrolyte 
contact, particularly at elevated temperatures, thus in a chem-
ical manner, in addition to CEI formation by electrochemical 
oxidation of instable electrolyte components.[271,272] As mentioned 
in Section  4, Li+ transport within the CAM is the rate-limiting 
step in/at the cathode. Nevertheless, the impact of the CEI on 
performance can get significant during cycle and calendar life in 
the course of aging and can be tailored via the electrolyte.[272]

5.2. Inorganic Solid-State Electrolytes

Solid electrolytes behave quite different compared to liquid 
electrolytes when it comes to fast charging. As typical polymer 
electrolytes show relatively low lithium-ion conductivity, they 
are hardly suited for fast-charging applications and we focus 
on inorganic solid electrolytes (ISEs) in this section. Typi-
cally, ISEs exhibit single-ion conduction, due to the rigidity of 
the anion polyhedron framework. Thus, lithium transference 
numbers are almost equal to unity, assuming electronic charge 

Figure 15. a) Capacity of NCM622/graphite full cells with different loading 
of active material (N/P ratio of around 1.2). Upon increasing charge rate, 
cells with high loading fail as a result of lithium plating. Reproduced 
under the terms of the CC BY-NC-ND 4.0 license.[151] Copyright 2016, The 
Authors. Published by IOP Publishing, Ltd. b) Diffusion-limited current 
density jlim as a function of the electrode structure (parameter β) and 
with different chemical diffusion coefficients calculated from Equation 
(38) based on the experimental parameters of the cells shown in (a).
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transport can be neglected. Although the ionic conductivity of 
most ISEs is lower than the total ionic conductivity of liquid 
electrolytes (10 mS cm−1), their single ion conducting character 
makes them competitive. The conductivity of a specific charge 
carrier is obtained by the product of the respective transference 
number and the total conductivity. Assuming a transference 
number of tLi = 0.4, the lithium-ion conductivity of liquid elec-
trolytes amounts to about 4  mS  cm−1. This value has already 
been achieved and even surpassed by several ISEs, such as  
Li9.54Si1.74P1.44S11.7Cl0.3,[68] Li6.6P0.4Ge0.6S5I,[273] and Li6.6Si0.6Sb0.4S5I.[274]  
Complementary to a higher single-ion conductivity, no con-
centration polarization effects are observed in inorganic solid 
electrolytes (compare Section 2.2.2). At high current densities, 
which are a necessity to enable fast charging, the contribu-
tion of the overpotential ΔϕEL that originates in the motion of  
ions in the solid-state electrolyte follows Ohms law, that is, 
Equation (42).

Superionic solid electrolytes show no anion migration and 
typically have very high charge carrier concentrations, which 
leads to a deviation from the Nernst–Einstein equation. The 
migration of the lithium ions takes place simultaneously 
throughout the whole material. This can also be described in 
terms of cooperative transport processes.[275] Inorganic solid 
electrolytes are either ceramics, glasses, or glass-ceramics, 
which makes them much more stable at higher temperatures 
than liquid electrolytes based on carbonates and other organic 
solvents. This is a key advantage, as higher operating tempera-
tures can be achieved.

The ionic motion in solid electrolytes is based on the 
migration of lithium ions through empty lattice sites (vacan-
cies) or interstitial sites. In ceramic solid electrolytes, these 
lattice sites are usually either tetrahedrally or octahedrally 
coordinated. For this migration, an activation energy has to 
be provided, to overcome the binding energies of the stable 
ground state. Consequently, the ionic conductivity follows an 
Arrhenius-like behavior, resulting in an increased ionic con-
ductivity at higher temperatures. Fast charging of Li-based 
solid-state batteries can thus be accelerated by an increased 
temperature during charging. Typically, Joule heating already 
increases the temperature within an LIB if high current den-
sities are provided.[276] To avoid uncontrolled decomposition 
and evaporation of the liquid electrolyte, advanced cooling 
systems have to be employed, decreasing the specific energy 
and power density. These cooling systems might be omitted 
in solid-state systems, because the increasing temperature 
may not only be not harmful, but it may further accelerate the 
charging, due to increased ionic conductivity of the solid elec-
trolyte. Overpotentials originating from the solid electrolyte 
itself can, therefore, easily be reduced to a bare minimum. 
Kato et al. reported by using a superionic conductor that SSB 
cells could be cycled at temperatures as high as 100 °C repeat-
edly, as is depicted in Figure 16. Additionally, discharge rates 
of up to 1500C (discharging in 2.4  s) were demonstrated.[68] 
Although the experiments were conducted at 100 °C and only 
showed the high discharge capability, they also demonstrated 
that extremely high current densities (1 A cm−2) are enabled 
by ISEs.

Additionally, solid electrolytes do not suffer from low temper-
ature phase transitions, which might result in the solidification 

of liquid electrolytes. Choi et al. could show that even at the 
deep freezing conditions of −30 °C, thiophosphate-based solid 
electrolytes can provide sufficient ionic conductivity to operate 
an SSB cell.[277]

5.2.1. Solid Electrolytes in Composite Cathodes

On the cathode side, the charge-transfer resistance between, 
for example, NCM and SEs is a problem, since it is increased 
compared to LEs by one order of magnitude.[48] This is a result 
of irreversible degradation reactions at the interface between 
CAM and SE (CEI formation).[48,278] Another disadvantage of 
solid electrolytes is their rigidity, resulting in decreased con-
tact between active materials and solid electrolytes. While 
liquid electrolytes can easily infiltrate the porous composite 
cathodes, particularly ISEs do not exhibit a “wetting” behavior 
of the CAM surface.[48] This makes, for instance, processing 
quite challenging, as good interfacial contact is a necessity 
to reduce interfacial overpotentials. Not only the charge-
transfer resistance will be influenced, but also the diffusion 
within the cathode active material itself becomes limiting, as 
extraction of lithium ions can only take place at a few con-
tact points. This behavior most likely becomes even worse 
over the course of cycling. Cracking of the active material can 
be caused by electro-chemo-mechanical stresses.[279] Reasons 
can be gradients in lattice parameters due to different Li-ion 
concentrations in the bulk and at the surface of the cathode 
active materials. While a liquid electrolyte can penetrate the 
newly formed cracks and, thus, further decrease ionic dif-
fusion lengths, a solid electrolyte cannot do the same.[221] It 
may hence be necessary to inhibit cracking of the cathode 
active material, for instance by transitioning from secondary 
particles to single crystals, especially when aiming for high 
Ni compounds. Another factor influencing the fast-charging 
behavior of solid-state composite cathodes is the microstruc-
ture of the cathode. As mentioned above, a liquid electrolyte 
can easily penetrate pores of the cathodes. Here, the viscosity 
of the liquid as well as the wetting angle of the solid–liquid 
interface are important material properties. While these mate-
rial properties may, within certain boundaries, be used in solid 
polymer electrolyte systems, they do not apply to ISE systems. 
Here, good mixing of the powders is essential to achieve suf-
ficient charge transport pathways.

In an ideal microstructure, both, ionic and electronic 
pathways, are percolating throughout the whole composite 
cathode. This means that tortuosity factors, which correlate 
volume fractions and bulk conductivities of the participating 
components to the effective total conductivity, are as low as 
possible. Numerous studies have targeted the microstruc-
ture of solid-state composite cathodes.[280] Kaiser et  al. used 
electrochemical as well as tomographic methods to investi-
gate the ionic charge transport within thiophosphate-based 
composite cathodes. They found that composition of the 
composite cathode plays a central role for total ionic con-
ductivities and will thus strongly influence the fast-charging 
behavior of SSBs.[281,282] Recently, Shi et  al. determined that 
the ratio between ISE particle size and CAM particle size is 
crucial for an improved rate performance.[283] In general, it 
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can be assumed that the ionic tortuosity of SE-based com-
posite cathodes is higher than in LE-based ones.[16,282,284] As 
a consequence, the ionic conductivity of the solid electro-
lyte needs to be higher than that of the liquid electrolyte.  
Figure 17 displays that ionic conductivities of more than 
10 mS cm−1 are necessary for fast charging a simulated solid-
state cathode with a tortuosity of τ = 2 and an active material 
content of ϕ = 70%.[71]

Clearly, high ionic conductivities of more than 10 mS cm−1 
are necessary in order to achieve high rates (>4C) and 

simultaneously high energy densities, meaning thick 
cathodes and high-power densities, meaning low overpo-
tentials. Recently, Minnmann et  al. reported high tortu-
osity factors for both ionic and electronic conduction in 
thiophosphate/NCM based cathode composites, demon-
strating that the effective ionic conductivity in cathode com-
posites can be much lower than the bulk electrolyte conduc-
tivity.[70] It is, therefore, crucial to improve the tortuosity of 
solid-state cathodes as well as to increase the (bulk) ionic 
conductivity.

Figure 16. Solid-state battery performance at 100 °C. The high temperature increases the ionic conductivity without increasing safety hazards. C-rates 
of 1500C have been demonstrated, enabled by a superior temperature stability at 100 °C (discharge in 2.4 s). a) Comparison of discharge curves at  
(25 and 100) °C. b) Charge and discharge curves at 0.1C and 25 °C. Charge and discharge curves at 18C and 100 °C for c) normal-type and d) large 
current type cells. Development of Coulombic efficiency (black) as well as discharge (red) and charge (blue) capacity at 100 °C as a function of cycle 
number for e) normal-type and f) large current type cells, respectively. Reproduced with permission.[68] Copyright 2016, Springer Nature.
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5.2.2. Contact between Solid Electrolytes and Anodes

Fast charging requires the implementation of an anode mate-
rial with low charge-transfer resistance and, ideally, no dif-
fusion limitation. Typically, LMAs are considered as the most 
desired concept, as they provide the highest energy and power 
density that can be achieved. Recently, Krauskopf et  al. could 
demonstrate that the interfacial charge-transfer resistance 
between an LMA and the solid electrolyte Li6.25Al0.25La3Zr2O12 
(LLZO) is negligible.[285] This would make LMAs also favorable 
for fast charging, as the charge-transfer overpotentials will be 
minimal and no incorporation into a host material is necessary. 
However, LMAs have several other issues that need to be over-
come. Contrary to a liquid electrolyte, it is necessary to provide 
and maintain a good mechanical contact between the solid elec-
trolyte and the LMA. It is evident that decreasing contact area 
will increase the area specific resistance (ASR) of the cell ulti-
mately influencing the overpotential. Because ISEs are typically 
(sintered) powders, a certain roughness toward the LMA will 

always remain. It is, thus, essential to achieve a good uniform 
contact by plastic deformation of either the ISE, the LMA, or 
both. Additionally, stack pressure becomes important in order 
to remain a good contact upon lithium removal and plating. 
However, Doux et  al. reported that high stack pressures could 
also lead to mechanical failure of the cell, since lithium can 
creep through the solid electrolyte.[286] The influence of stack 
pressure is not fully resolved yet and is still discussed. Influ-
ential factors, such as solid electrolyte morphology, mechanical 
properties, and thickness of the employed lithium metal anode 
have to be considered.

Fast charging means cathodic load. Hence, lithium is 
removed from the cathode and plated at the anode side. Ide-
ally, this process produces a homogeneous and even surface. 
However, high current densities, which are a feature of fast 
charging, often result in inhomogeneous Li deposition and 
dendrite formation takes place. ISEs have the advantage to 
provide a “mechanical resistance” to dendrite growth, making 
Young’s modulus, fracture toughness, and shear modulus 

Figure 17. Simulated areas of fast-charging capability for thiophosphate-based composite cathodes with a,c) varying thickness and ISE conductivity as 
well as b,d) CAM volume fractions and tortuosity factors. The colors represent the area of a certain current density (a, b) and C-rate (c, d), respectively. 
For the fast-charging capability, a maximum allowed overpotential of 100 mV is assumed. Reproduced with permission.[71] Copyright 2020, American 
Chemical Society.
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important parameters. Recently, porous solid electrolytes were 
reported to show increased dendrite resistance by drastic reduc-
tion of the current density, which was caused by an increased 
contact area between lithium and ISE.[287] Krauskopf et al. have 
published a detailed review on the physicochemical concept of 
lithium metal anodes, in which all major concepts are being 
discussed.[90]

6. Limitation and Improvement of Fast Charging 
on Cell Level
Limited heat dissipation and conventional CC–CV charging 
hinders fast-charging applications on the cell level. The oper-
ating temperature strongly affects the energy, capacity, reli-
ability, and durability of the batteries. High temperatures 
accelerate capacity degradation and shorten battery life.[162,288] 
Various studies presented the (25–40)  °C range as optimum 
temperature to achieve the best LIB performance.[38,177,289] 
When high rates are required, efficient thermal management 
systems (TMS) are essential due to the massive heat produced, 
especially at high ambient temperatures.

Ye and coworkers performed numerical modeling predicting 
the temperature reached by a battery undergoing a charging 
process at 10C when thermal contact resistance is taken into 
consideration. When a liquid cold plate cooling system is 
applied in the simulation, the maximum battery temperature 
may reach 64.6, 38.2 °C higher than the case without thermal 
contact resistance.[290] The transfer of Li+ ions across the activa-
tion energy barrier at the electrode interface results in a loss in 
the kinetic energy contributing to (30–40)% of the heat losses 
under practical operation conditions.[291]

So far, three different categories of TMSs were studied, 
including air cooling, liquid cooling, and phase change mate-
rials (PCMs) cooling systems.[292] Recently, advanced systems 
were developed in order to overcome the increasing need for 
high battery operation rates. Silica liquid cooling plates (SLCP) 
attached to both sides of a Li-ion battery were tested as a heat 
dissipation system for high-current systems. A various number 
of channels were investigated while applying different dis-
charge C-rates. It was concluded that an increased number of 
channels manages to keep the maximum temperature inside 
the cell below 39.1 °C (Discharge rate of 3C and liquid flow rate 
of 0.1 m s−1).[293]

Furthermore, an innovative fast-charging Li-ion battery pack 
that combines both liquid cooling and PCM cooling has pre-
sented promising simulation results. The temperature of an 8C 
charging process was maintained at a maximum value below 
40 °C. In this case, the PCM heat adsorption accounts for less 
than 10%, while the liquid cooling takes 80% of the general 
heat.[294]

The extended charging time required for the Li-ion battery 
nowadays compromises their popularity in the automotive 
industry worldwide. A typical charging process is conducted 
using a constant current (CC) step followed by a constant 
voltage (CV) one.[295] Lithium metal deposition on the anode 
surface is prone to occur when increasing the current applied 
during the fast-charging process due to the significant polari-
zation formed on the electrode|electrolyte interface.[7] Although 

the time required to reach the cut-off voltage decreases while 
increasing the applied current, more time will be necessary to 
obtain the desired current value during the CV phase. There-
fore, the charging time is not significantly reduced.[296]

Innovative charging procedures such as pulsed or tapered 
current techniques were studied to decrease the concentration 
polarization.[296–299] By doing so, better utilization of the active 
material along with shorter charging time and increased cell 
life can be achieved. Different charging models considering the 
ion concentration on the electrode surface alongside the degra-
dation processes taking place during cycling have reduced the 
charging time by (60–70)% compared to the classical CC–CV 
charging technique.[105,295,297]

Lu et  al. presented a charging method that takes into con-
sideration the stress induced in electrode particles by diffusion, 
which later on may result in mechanical failure and a consid-
erable effect on the battery’s electrochemical performance. An 
exponential current (EC) method where the charging process 
initiates in a maximum current density, followed by an expo-
nential continuous decrease, avoiding any sudden changes, was 
found to prevent stress undulation in addition to acceleration of 
the charging process. Due to the direct connection between the 
stress evolution and the heat generated in the cell this method 
could also improve the battery’s thermal performance.[300]

The impact of different pulse charging protocols was evalu-
ated in various studies while considering the electrolyte polari-
zation, stress evolution, heat generation, and the battery cycle 
life.[299,301] Most studies presented an improved battery perfor-
mance, higher cycling number, and slower battery aging and 
degradation process than the conventional CC–CV charging 
method. Therefore, the charging protocol can significantly 
affect the overall battery performance, especially when a short 
charging period is required.

7. Conclusions

In this review, we focus on the issues hindering fast charging 
of today’s LIBs from a physicochemical and materials’ point 
of view. Complemented by an overview of studies analyzing 
different cells regarding their fast-charging ability, a detailed 
picture of the requirements for fast-charging enabling mate-
rials is drawn. Fast Li ion diffusivity in the active materials is 
identified as one of the major factors needed for fast charging. 
Improved anode materials should offer low barriers for migra-
tion into them as well as for diffusion within the material itself. 
Thus, lithium plating—a major obstacle observed on graphite 
anodes—can be reduced as well. Once diffusion is not fast 
enough, particle size becomes an important factor in enabling 
fast charging, partially able to counteract low lithium diffu-
sivity. For active materials with strong diffusion anisotropy, like, 
for example, the layered compounds, the particle morphology 
becomes another important factor, and particle morphology 
control may lead to faster charging rates on the material level. 
This leads to the electrode level, where a particular microstruc-
ture with low tortuosity factors and optimized porosity bal-
ancing both, electronic and ionic conductivity, is needed.

For the cathode, a slightly different behavior is observed. 
While the characteristics of the cathode composite do have 
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a  certain impact on the electrode’s fast-charging ability, for 
application-relevant cathode composites their influence is 
small. Instead, the characteristics of the CAM itself were identi-
fied to greatly affect cathode overpotentials, in line with the var-
ying Li+ chemical diffusion coefficients and crystal structures 
of different CAMs. In addition, phase changes depending on 
SOC have to be considered, since state-of-the-art layered oxides 
like NCM undergo a phase transition with changing lithiation 
degree, for example.

Transport within the bulk liquid electrolyte was found to play 
a less important role in determining a given battery cell’s fast-
charging ability. Its ionic conductivity is high enough to not 
slow down lithium transport nearly as much as the electrodes. 
At those, specifically at the anode side, transport in the liquid 
electrolyte becomes rate-limiting, though. For typical electrode 
properties, the current density targeted for fast-charging appli-
cations is close to the limiting current density. This causes a 
high overpotential leading to lithium plating at the anode. In 
addition, the compatibility of the electrolyte with active mate-
rials is of interest, as degradation occurs on both, the anode 
and the cathode side, leading to SEI and CEI formation, respec-
tively. Thereby, the SEI properties can be tuned by the elec-
trolyte composition, allowing for optimization regarding low 
charge-transfer resistances. For solid electrolytes, the limited 
ionic conductivity—resulting from high tortuosity and con-
tact issues—does become an issue, though. Therefore, also 
the microstructure of the cathode composite gets increasingly 
important when applying solid instead of liquid electrolytes. 
The increased thermal stability of SEs allows for operation at 
increased temperature, however, which greatly improves diffu-
sion coefficients and reaction kinetics, mitigating the disadvan-
tages of reduced ionic conductivity.

Yet, operation at higher temperatures does demand more 
intricate designs on cell level, which is shortly outlined in the 
final part of this review. Thermal management systems have to 
be applied for optimum heat dissipation to reduce degradation 
and elongate the battery lifetime. In addition, improvements 
to the charging protocol should be considered, since pulsed 
charging and stepwise reduction of the charging current was 
shown to exhibit benefits over the traditional CC–CV method, 
not only resulting in better performance but also reduced 
degradation.

We hope that, with the collected suggestions for improve-
ments in fast-charging materials and the depicted comparison of 
advantages and disadvantages of existing materials, this review 
will spark new exciting research in this crucial field, possibly 
leading to widespread adoption of electric vehicles in the future.
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